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This paper attempts to explore the role that calligraphy plays in the Chinese 
woodblock-printed books. The author will explore issues like how the changing trend 
in the field of mainstream calligraphy manifests itself in the choice of printing scripts 
used by leading government, commercial, and private publishing houses from Song 
dynasty down to early Qing; how woodblock-printed books as mass media were 
instrumental in propagating a particular calligraphic style, thus bridging the boundary 
between high and low art, elite and popular cultures. By employing a 
court-sanctioned calligraphic style in printing the Classics with orthodox 
commentary, the required readings for official examinations, governments were able 
to institute and disseminate not only the approved interpretation of the Classics but 
also the calligraphic style that was preferred by the court, hence using art for political 
end. The paper will also look at the use of distinctive calligraphic script in books 
published by literati calligraphers as a vehicle to seek personal expression, which 
both subverted and upheld the dominant calligraphic styles during their time. As a 
result of literati scholars/ calligraphers' active involvement in printing their own and 
other's literary anthology and in collecting fine-edition books (which in turn spurred 
the efforts and fuelled the desires to publish their own books in a preferred or their 
own calligraphic style), the woodblock-printed books were no longer deemed as 
purely utilitarian, for they took on many aesthetic features and became collectible 
items. 
The thesis adheres to the following outlines: the introduction will discuss the 
key issues and conceptual framework of the paper. In chapter one, I will conduct case 
studies of books published during the Northern and Southern Song dynasties, 
discussing the social and political implications embedded in the use of different 
calligraphic scripts in different regions during the time. Both socio-historical and 
stylistic analysis will be used to carry out the case studies. In chapter two and three, I 
will concentrate on the appropriation of Zhao Mengfli's calligraphic style in the 
Yuan-edition and early Ming government-sponsored books. Due to economical 
reasons, the standard printing script was increasingly used during the late Ming 
period. To compensate for the uniform appearance in the main text and to attract 
upscale readers, late Ming private and commercial book publishers chose to feature 
the title page, preface and postscripts in xieke, "carve as written", as a marketing 
strategy. In addition, I will also look into the resurged interest in the Northern Song 
calligraphic style and how it ties to the trend in the field of book production since the 
mid-Ming period. Lastly, my analysis will center on the use of scripts in the 
court-published books and how individual artists publicly advocated their own 
artistic preference and their own styles by means of publishing woodblock-printed 
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The purpose of this thesis is to elucidate the development of printing scripts in 
relation to that of calligraphy. For such an immense and intricate topic, my thesis by 
no means aims at comprehensiveness. Instead, it examines one or two issues in each 
dynasty chronologically ordered from Song to Qing dynasties, to examine the 
cross-media phenomena in which printing script developed in accordance to the 
changing tastes in calligraphy, and perhaps most significantly, the socio-political 
implications of not only the development of printing script in disseminating ideology, 
but also the way in which individuals used their calligraphy for the pursuit of 
political, financial and personal objectives. 
I begin by examining the formulative years of printing script in the Song 
dynasty, where their use by official and private book publishers exhibited distinctive 
regional styles, due to individual calligrapher's influence over particular areas. 
Materially, the use of high-quality paper, ink and scholarly editing as well as neat 
calligraphic styles, exemplifies how the Song editions became the benchmark which 
later books were measured against and book publishers in the following dynasties to 
emulate. Different regional Song- dynasty script types were still in use well into the 
Qing dynasty. 
In the Yuan dynasty, Zhao Mengfu's influence at the Yuan court, his 
benevolent attitude towards southern Chinese literati who were mainly in charge of 
the literary production and book publishing industry across the nation, and Zhao and 
his followers mutual interest in traditional Chinese culture helped Zhao win the 
allegiance of many Chinese literati-officials and promote his calligraphic style as the 
^ 
preferred style for handwriting and printing typeface both in and outside court, such 
a trend continued well into the early Ming. Most of the palace-edition books 
employed script that emulates Zhao's style, which was nevertheless tempered by the 
style of the prominent court calligrapher Shen Du. To counteract the prevalent court 
style, Shen Zhou, Wu Kuan and their disciples in the Wu areas initiated a comeback 
of the individualist styles of the Northern Song masters, as evidenced by their 
manuscript and handwritten books respectively. However, when selecting a printing 
script for their literary anthologies published posthumously, their disciples and 
descendants opted for the mainstream typefaces. The mid- and late-Ming dynasty 
witnessed the expansion of book industry and an increasing use of homogeneous 
printing script which lost resemblance to any given calligraphers, a natural end 
product of a highly commercialized and streamlined industry. In the meantime, books 
carved in xieke (carved as written) was also on the rise, which was used in the book 
title and preface or throughout the book, as a means to compensate for the dullness in 
the appearance resulted from the use of standardized printing script and as a way to 
commemorate personal memories as in the case of Liu Rushi's poetry anthologies 
sponsored by her merchant-patron Wang Mingran. 
Like their counterparts in the Ming dynasty, books produced by the Qing court 
deployed the chancellery style that conforms to imperial tastes. In the mid- Qing 
period, many individual calligraphers developed calligraphic styles with distinctive 
personal flair and some of them like Zheng Xie even chose to carve books in his 
highly idiosyncratic styles, which definitely helped promote his calligraphic style, 
making it known and accessible to a wider audience. Moreover, the revived interest 
in evidential and epigraphical studies left their marks both in calligraphic field and 
book production, as a few scholars like Jiang Sheng and Wu Dacheng published 
books in clerical and seal scripts. 
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Song Dynasty 
1.1 The Universal Acceptance of Yan Zhenqing's Style 顏真卿 and 
Song-edition Books 
In the Tang dynasty (618-906), major practitioners of regular script were 
numerous, but three calligraphers - Ouyang Xun 歐陽詢(557-641), Yan Zhenqing 
(709-785) and Liu Gongquan 柳公權（778-865) in particular had a long-lasting and 
tremendous influence over later generations. Not only were their styles taught at the 
Imperial Academy, admired and emulated by literati-officials and common folk alike, 
but they were also extensively employed in the production of woodblock-printed 
books. Even though the printing scripts used by official, commercial and private 
publishing houses in major printing centers during the Song dynasty differed slightly, 
each displaying their own regional characteristics, they all nevertheless retained 
some elements ofYan's style (Fig. 1.11-4) 
Like the calligrapher sage Wang Xizhi 王羲之，Yan Zhenqing is a seminal 
figure in the history of Chinese calligraphy; his robust calligraphy in regular script 
offers an alternative to the orthodox graceful Wang Xizhi's style. The universal 
acceptance of Yan's style by publishing houses bespeaks the widespread popularity 
of his calligraphic style in the Song dynasty. 
During his lengthy artistic and official career, Yan Zhenqing has left many 
works behind, many of which were still publicly accessible during the Song 
dynasty. 1 After obtaining his jinshi degree in 734 at the age of twenty-six, Yan 
1 Ouyang Xiu noticed that:" among the extant Tang steles, Yan and Liu left the most, but their 
brush methods often differ.”歐陽修：“唐世碑碣顏’柳二家書最多而筆法往往不同.” 
Ouyang Xiu 歐陽修,"Liuyi Tiba六一題践”,in Zhongguo Shuhua Quanshu vol I 中國書畫全 
n 
Zhenqing's official career enabled him to travel widely in China from Tang's capital 
Chang'an 長安 to Raozhou 饒州 and Fuzhou 撫州 in Jiangxi province, to Huzhou 
湖州 in Zhejiang and to Sichuan province. In most of the places where he sojourned, 
Yan Zhenqing inscribed a great number of public monuments. In 769, Yan was 
appointed as the magistrate of Fuzhou in Jiangxi province, where he drafted and 
inscribed the Steles for the Qiaoxian Daoist Temple 橋仙藿見石皁言己，the Altar of the 
Immortal of Madam Wei 魏夫人仙壇碑銘 and Huagu 華姑仙壇碑 in769 and the 
renowned Record of the Altar of the Immortal of Mount Magu 麻姑仙壇言己(Fig. 
1.15) , inscribed in 771. That same year Yan traveled to Qiyang 祁陽 in Hunan 
province and wrote and engraved the cliff calligraphy -Eulogy of the Great Tang's 
Revival 大唐中興頌.During his tenure as the prefect of Huzhou in Zhejiang 
province, Yen Zhenqing transcribed the Ponds for the Release of Living Creatures 
Throughout the Subcelestial Realm Inscription 天下放生池碑金名，“which described 
the late Emperor Suzhong's establishment of ponds to be used for the pious Buddhist 
practice of releasing captive fish and turtles."2 He also served once as the prefect of 
Lizhou in Sichuan. 3 The sheer amount of works including mortuary and 
commemorative steles and cliff calligraphy written by him as well as his followers in 
the Song dynasty4 in his classic regular script were installed in public space all over 
China, which guaranteed the easy accessibility and visibility of Van's style to the 
populace and turned it into an everyday style that was readily employed for 
commercial purposes by shop owners and book publishers across the country. 
書（Shanghai上海：Shanghai Shuhua Chubanshe 上海書畫出版社，1993, 564. 
2 Amy McNair, The Upright Brush: Yan Zhenqing's Calligraphy and Song Literati Politics 
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, cl998), xvi. 
3 Ibid. ,61. 
"hrhe cliff calligraphy on the Jiao Mountain 焦山 at Zhenjiang 鎭江 was written by Lu You 陸遊 
when he served as the vice perfect of the county in 1165. The calligraphy modeled after Yan 
Zhenqing's Eulogy of Great Tang's Revival 大唐中興公fl. Cao Baolin 曹寶麟，Zhongguo 
Shufashi- Song, Liao, Jin Juan 中國書法史•宋遼金卷(Nanjing 南京:Jiangsu Jiaoyu Chubanshe 
江蘇敎育出版社，1999), 293. 
5 "From Mi Fu's perspective, just as Zhang Xu profoundly influenced the cursive writing 
tradition, opening a path for his "vulgar" followers, so, too, did Yan Zhenqing and Liu Gongquan 
perversely influence the development of the kai standard script. 
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Moreover, another possible reason that helps to make Van's calligraphy readily 
available to the populace was his collaboration with his uncle Yan Yuansun 顏兀孫 
in inscribing and promoting the Dictionary of Standard Characters for Official Career 
干祿字書(Fig. 1.16). It is a work on orthography by Yan Yuansun who completed the 
book in the ninth year of the Dali era during Emperor Daizong's reign (774). His 
nephew Yan Zhenqing inscribed the work onto the stele and installed it in the eastern 
hall of his prefecture office when he served as the inspector of Huzhou. According 
to the Huzhou's Official Record, "the book was so popular that workers had to make 
rubbings day and night [to meet the popular demand],"6 The book's status as the 
official dictionary for the civil service examinations guaranteed its wide circulation 
among literati who aspired to serve the court. Because of its importance in the 
official examination?, the lexicon had been re-carved a few times onto both stele and 
woodblocks throughout China. In the fourth year of the Kaicheng era during 
Emperor Wenzong's reign (839) , the Lord Yanghan 楊漢公，after seeing the badly 
damaged and time-worn stele, provided Yan Yong 彥頁顒(Yan Zhenqing's nephew) 
with financial aid to re-carve the lexicon based on an earlier rubbing. During the 
reign of Emperor Gaozong of the Southern Song (1142), the dictionary was re-carved 
again onto stele supervised by Lord Yuwen 宇文公 from Tongzhou prefecture 潼少卜 
(in Sichuan province) and executed by Gouyong 勾詠，a professor from Chengdu. 
This edition was based on the second stele edition and woodblock editions circulated 
Among the kinds of "ugly and detestable" writing to which Mi Fu refers were ordinary pharmacy 
signboards written in the styles of Yan and Liu, which, with their distorted and unnatural forms, 
struck Mi Fu as being as far from reality as the hundreds of so-called Li Cheng (919-67) 
paintings prevalent in his time, composed of exaggerated, wrathful forest tress, emaciated pine 
trunks covered with knots, and small trees that looked liked lifeless firewood." 
Peter Charles Sturman, Mi Fu: Style and the Art of Calligraphy in Northern Song China (New 
Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1997), 160. 
'Shi Anchang 施安昌，Ycm Zhenqing Shu Ganluzishu 顏真卿書干祿字書（Beijing 北京: 
Zijincheng Chubenshe 紫禁城出版社，1992) ,96-98. 
7 “Gcmlu means to serve the government and zishu is a guidebook for government officials." ‘‘干 
祿即作官，《字書》則是其程式準則” Ling Jiamin凌家民,"Luelun Tangdai de kuju renguan 
zhidu yu shufa yishu略論唐代的科舉、任官制度與書法藝術,” Beifang 北方論叢4 
(2000) :41. 
^ 
in the Shu area.8 According to Shi Anchang's 施安昌 research, after the issuance of 
the Dictionary of Standard Characters for Official Career, the use of variant 
characters was reduced to 3% as compared to 10% before the publication of the 
book9, which attests to its universal acceptance. The circulation of both stele 
editions and woodblock versions had the accumulative effect of promoting the use of 
standardized characters as well as advocating Yan Zhenqing ’s calligraphic style in 
regular script as the model for everyday use and official publication. The lexicon 
therefore had an immense influence over the development of not only philology and 
but also of the Chancellery calligraphic style at the imperial court. Jiang Kui 姜變 
in his Sequel to the Manual of Calligraphy 系賣書譜 commented that "during the Tang 
dynasty, the officials were selected based on their skills in calligraphy. The writing 
by literati-officials is often influenced by the style required by the official 
examinations. One of the examples is the Dictionary of Standard Characters for 
Official Career written by Lord Yan of the Lu."10 
Calligraphic style and script used in printing were also dictated by the skill 
level of the woodblock scribes. Most of the printing scribes would at least had 
received a minimal education and were well-versed in the calligraphic style that was 
current and popular during their own time, as many unsuccessful civil examination 
candidates might have earned their living by inscribing woodblocks. The easy 
accessibility of Yan's writing as being both disseminated through ink rubbings taken 
from the engraved steles^ w��dbi�ck prnted editi�ns�“Aez^/c"�"a,”�/Standard Char cters for 
'Shi Anchang 施安昌， Z h e n q i n g Shu Ganluzishu 顏真卿書干祿字書（Chma 中國: 
Zijmcheng Chubenshe 紫禁城出版社，1992) , 96-98. 
^Zhanghui 張輝，"Shilim Tangdai Ziyang zhixue 言式論唐代字樣之學,’，Yanbian Jiaoyu Xueyuan 
Xuebao延邊教育學院學報02 (2008): 7. 
......唐人以書判取士,而士大夫字書，類有科舉習氣.顏魯公作干祿字書，是其證也” 
Jiang Kui 姜夔，“Xushupu |賣書言普”，in Zhongguo Shuhua Quanshu vol.2 中國書畫全書 
(Shanghai 上海：Shanghai Shuhua Chubanshe 上海書畫出版社，1993 ) ’ 172. 
11 I think one possible way to assess the popularity of a calligrapher's style in the upper echelon 
after the publication oiModel Letters in the Imperial Archives in the Chunhua 淳化閣巾占is to 
see if a calligrapher's works are included in both the Imperial and private Model letter compendia. 
According to Cao Baolin, "the Model Letters carved in the Tan area潭巾占（1041—1048) is a 
24 
Official Career were instrumental to the spread and popularity of his style among 
Chinese literate population. 
Furthermore, as a product mainly produced and consumed by the literati class, 
woodblock-printed books should also naturally be designed to please its elite 
end-users. Therefore, the book publishers would appropriate a calligraphic style that 
not only ensured the legibility of the text but could also be well received by their 
literati clients. The format of government-sponsored books to some extent was 
dictated by imperial taste. Cai Tao 蔡t条 in his Collected Conversations at the Tiewei 
Mountain 鐡圍山叢談 notes that one type of letters written by Zhao Kuangyin 趙匡 
JIL, the founding emperor of the Song dynasty, resembles Yan's style, which is 
however tempered by the late Tang flavour. 12 Thus, we see many Buddhist cannon 
sponsored by the government in the Northern Song show a distinctive Yan style 
influence, such as the Avatamsaka Sutra printed at the cc Monastery in Hangzhou 
during the Chunhua era (Fig. 1.17). 
re-carving version of the Chimhuage tie. The difference lies in that the former is carved onto 
stelea with a few additions including Wang Xizhi's Cold Frost 霜寒巾占，Seventeenth 
Day Letter 十七日巾占 and a few letters by Wang Meng of the Jin and Yan Zhenqing of the Tang." 
"In the Jiading era of the Southern Song, Liu Yuangang留元岡J compiled Yan Zhenqing's 
writings and carved them onto the stele It is entitled The Model Letters in The Hall of Loyalty 
and Righteousness 忠義堂帖.（1215) Gong Rong 輩山榮 added to the collection a few more letters 
(1217). The collection includes 45 letters in total after the amendment." If the inclusion of a 
calligrapher's works in many compendia can be used to testify his status in the higher social 
circles, then the wide adoption of one's calligraphic style by commercial book publishers as the 
printing script can bear witness to one's popularity among all literate people. 
“《潭帖》亦十卷’是《淳化閣帖》的翻刻本。所不同的是’《潭帖》亥U於石......另外又 
增刻王羲之的《霜寒》、《十七日》二帖及晉代王•…..和唐代顏真卿諸帖” Cao Baolin曹寶 




種 ° ”ibid, 204. 
“蔡絛《鐵圍山叢談》卷一：‘太祖書答1|有類一顏字，多帶晚唐氣味’.” Cai Tao蔡絛， 
"Tieweishan Congtan 鐵圍山叢談”,in Zhongguo WenyanXiaoshuo Baihu Jingdian 中國文言/J� 
說百部經典 vol. 19, ed. Shi Zhongwen 史仲文（Beijing 北京:Beijing Chubanshe 北京出版社， 
2000) , 6592. 
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During the Song dynasty, the notion that le style, c'est rhomme lui-meme, 
namely that one's calligraphic style equates one's personality and character, was 
widely accepted. When choosing a model to emulate, the calligrapher's virtue and 
moral standing is of paramount consideration. Failure to learn from an exemplary 
model would be highly criticized, as lamented by Zhu Xi 朱熹 for his youthful 
fondness of Cao Cao 曹操，s calligraphic style. 13 Because of his unwavering 
patriotism in the face of death, Yan's unadorned and mighty style was championed by 
leading Song literati 14and sanctioned by them as the proper calligraphic model for 
Confucian scholars of high moral righteousness to emulate. Ouyang Xiu 歐陽修 
(1007-1072), the most preeminent leader within Northern Song literati circle whose 
protege include Su Shi and Huang Tingjian , loved Yan Zhenqing profoundly. 
“[Ouyang] praised the calligraphy of Yan Zhenqing for what it revealed of Yan's 
character: 'This man's loyalty and righteousness emanated from his heaven-sent 
nature. Thus his brush strokes are firm, strong, and individual, and do not follow in 
"When I (Zhu Xi) was Young, I liked to study the calligraphy of Cao Mengde [Cao Cao (155 -
220)1. At that time, Liu Gongfu [ Liu Gong (1122 - 1178)] was studying the calligraphy of Yan 
Zhenqing. I ridiculed him for the mixing of modem characters with ancient in [Yan Zhenqing's] 
Lexicon for Gaining Employment. But Gongfu said to me sternly, "the one whom I study was a 
loyal official of the Tang dynasty, while the one whom you study was but a usurping traitor of the 
Han." I fell silent and made no reply. That was how I learned that the choice of a model cannot be 
made without due consideration." Amy McNair, The Upright Brush: Yan Zhenqing's Calligraphy 
and Song Literati Politics (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, cl998), 3-4. 
“Yan Zhenqing's calligraphy was especially popular among mid-eleventh-century guwen 
adherents because his bold and direct style of writing provided the closest pictorial counterpart to 
Han Yu's call for a return to the power of unadorned antiquity. Moreover, his status as a man of 
uncompromising integrity particularly appealed to Fan Zhongyan, Ouyang Xiu, and others intent 
on governmental reform. By imitating Yan's strongly articulated style, Cai Xiang elicits these 
qualities of propriety and forthrightness—perhaps a little queerly, considering that the later 
concern the frivolous matter of acquiring inkstones and other knickknacks for one's studio (Tang 
Xun was an aficionado of inkstones). At the same time, the rougher edges of Yan's style are 
tempered by a pleasing delicacy and harmony added by Cai Xiang." 
Peter Sturman, Mi Fu: Style and the Art of Calligraphy in Northern Song China (New Haven, 
Conn.: Yale University Press，1997), 42. 
In addition, Yan's repertoire is not limited to his forceful regular script; he is also good at the 
expressive running script as shown in his Draft of the Eulogy for Nephew Jiming, a masterpiece 
that were greatly admired even by Mi Fu who was critical of Yan's regular script. 
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earlier footsteps'." Ouyang Xiu collected and documented every piece of Van's 
calligraphy fragments he came across in his Collected Records of Antiquity 集古錄， 
a work of immense influence over later connoisseurs. 
Many of Yan style's practitioners held prominent positions not only in the 
central government and but also outside the court across the country. As arbiters of 
taste who set trend in artistic and literary arenalS, literati officials wielded great 
influence in both their hometowns and regions where they were appointed as local 
magistrates. Su Shi held a similar view as his mentor Ouyang Xiu, that is, the upright 
brush of Yan Zhenqing was the appropriate model for the scholar-official. 16 Su Shi's 
incorporation of Van's calligraphic style into his own is fully aware of by his 
contemporaries. Pan Yanzhi 潘延之 told Ziyou 子由（Su Zhe 蘇車散）：“I viewed many 
of Zizhan's calligraphy on stele but only until I saw his [Su Shi's] handwritings in 
paper today, I realize that [his calligraphy] looks exactly like that of Lord Yan of the 
Lu." 17 As a Sichuan native and one of the most inspiring literati from the region 
who enjoyed a nationwide reputation as a politician, poet, and calligrapher, Su Shi's 
personal adoption of Van's style had set an example for his countrymen to follow suit. 
As noted by many bibliophile and scholars of Chinese antiquarian books, books 
"...as standards changed as quickly as the next most popular style, and that, as we see in the 
following comment by Mi Fu, largely depended on whoever had assumed the mantle of cultural 
leader: 
At the beginning of our dynasty all the lords and ministers, following the predilections of the 
emperor [Song Taizong], studied Zhong You [151 -230] and Wang Xizhi. Then Li Zonge 
dominated the literary scene for quite some time, and consequently scholars began to study his 
style of calligraphy, which was fat, squat, and awkward. All cast in with his likes, using his style 
of calligraphy for the writing examination papers. From this time on the only interest was in 
whatever calligraphy was popular at the moment. Lord Song Shou [ 991-1040]became vice grand 
councillor and the court all studied his style, calligraphy it the “ court style " Lord Han Qi 
[1008-75] liked Yan Zhenqing's writing, and all, scholars and commoners alike, studied Yan. 
Once Cai Xiang [1012-67] was enfeoffed the scholars all studied him, and when Wang Aishi 
[1021-86] was made minister everybody then studied his style." Ibid., 38-9. 
16 Amy McNair, The Upright Brush: Yan Zhenqing's Calligraphy and Song Literati Politics 
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, cl998), xv. 
1
7
“潘延之謂子由曰：‘尋常於石刻見子瞻書’今見真跡，乃知爲顏魯公不二’.” Pan Yongyin 
潘永因,Songhei Leichao 宋稗類鈔(Taibei 臺北：Guangwen Shuju 廣文書局，1967), vol 8. 
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published in the Shu areas display the most distinctive Yan style characteristics. The 
Collected Literary Anthology of Master Changli 昌黎先生文集(Fig. 1.11) was 
written by Hanyu 韓愈 of the Tang and the current edition was published in the Shu 
area in the collection of National Library of China 中國國家圖書館.The printing 
script shows unmistakable Van's style in its broad structure, accented entry, ending 
points and kicks. 
Cai Xiang 蔡襄(1012-67) (Fig. 1.17) , courtesy name Junmo 君謨，was a 
native of Xinghua 興化（modern day Xianyou in Fujian province 福建仙遊)，who 
was named as the "Lord Lu of the Song" by Emperor Huizong.18 After obtaining 
his jinshi degree in the eighth year of the Tiansheng era 天聖（1031)，Cai Xiang had 
served a few posts at the Imperial Academy and as the magistrate of Quanzhou 泉州， 
F u z h o u 福州 1 9 , Kaifeng 開封，and Hangzhou 杭州 The Recorded Sayings of Master 
Zhang 張子雪吾錄 was published by the Circuit Fiscal Authority of Fujian 宋宇畐建、？曹、冶 
亥ij本(Fig. 1.13), showing close resemblance to Yan，style in its broad structure and 
fleshy brushstrokes. 
Like his mentor and good friend Su Shi, Huang Tingjian, a Jiangxi native, was 
also an ardent admirer and follower of Yan Zhenqing's calligraphy. The Collected 
Commentary to the Song of the South 楚辭集注 was edited by Zhu Xi and published 
by Zhanggong county in the sixth year of the Jiading era (1214)宋嘉定六年章貢君P 
齋亥ij本(Fig. 1.14). The book again showcases the typical Van's broadly structured 
characters with every strokes clearly delineated, which ensures the legibility of 
printed texts. As already mentioned, owing to the influence of the prominent literati 
18 宋徽宗稱[蔡襄]爲“宋之魯公” Luo Xiaoli 羅小利，"Qianxi Caixiang de Shufa Yishu zhi 
K a i s h u 淺析蔡襄的書法藝術之措書 W e n h u i 科教文匯 0 4 (2007): 188. 
i9“Cai Xiang had twice served as the prefect of Fuzhou." Huang Jieqong 黃潔瓊,"Caixiang Lis hi 
Diwei Zonglim 蔡襄歷史地位綜論,，，Journal of Longyan Teachers Co//呀e 龍岩師專學報 05 
(2003): 57. 
Luo Xiaoli 羅小利，"Qianxi Caixiang de Shufa Yishu zhi Kaishu 淺析蔡襄的書法藝術之偕 
Wenhui 科教文匯 04 (2007): 188. 
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who served as the local magistrates across China, Yan Zhenqing's calligraphic style 
in regular script was taken up as the standard printing script used by printing houses 
nationwide. Nevertheless, 
"Each of the four printing centers in the Song dynasty has its unique features:，’ 
book publishers in the Zhexi and Zhedong areas preferred to use Ou[yang 
Xun's] style, Sichuan Yan [Zhenqing's] style, Fujian Liu [Gongquan's] style, 
and Jiangxi printers use both Ou's and Liu's styles. Chronologically speaking, 
early Northern Song preferred Ou's style, later on Van's style flourished, and in 
the end of the Northern Song up to Southern Song dynasty, Liu's style 
dominated. ”21 
1.2 Liu Gongquan 柳公權 and Fujian Edition 
Later art critics often pair up Liu Gongquan (778-865) and Yan Zhenqing, for 
not only did Liu Gongquan transform and incorporate Yan Zhenqing's style into his 
own,22 but also their moral characters are both admirable. The famous incident 
where Liu Gongquan used brush method to admonish the throne23 bespeaks his 
moral righteousness and puts him on par with his upright predecessor Yan Zhenqing. 
Liu's skill in calligraphy and his impeccable reputation helped him gain favor from 
emperors and advanced his official career. In the third month of the fifteenth year 
during the Yuanhe era when Liu Gongquan went to the capital and reported back to 
“宋代的四大刻書中心各有特色：兩浙刻書多用歐體，四川多用顏體，福建多用柳體，江 
西則歐、柳兼有。從時間來說，北宋早期多用歐體，後期多用顏體，北宋末柳體字增多， 
並一直延續到南宋 ° ” Wang Lijun 王立軍,"Diaoban Yinshua dui Songdai Hanzi de Yingxiang 
雕版印刷對宋代漢字的影響 ,” Henan Shifan Doxue Xuebao河南師範大學學報 
04(2002) :54-57. 
22蘇拭《書唐氏六家書後》：柳少師書，本出於顏’而能自出新意，一字百金，非虛語也。 
Su Shi 蘇軾，"Dongpo Tiba 東坡題践”，in Zhongguo Shuhua Quanshu vol.1 中國書畫全書 
(Shanghai 上海：Shanghai Shuhua Chubanshe 上海書畫出版社，1993 ) ,635. 
23“After returning from court meeting, Emperor Muzong asked Gongquan what is the best way to 
handle brush, and Gongquan replied: 'it depends on your heart. If your heart is set upright, your 
brush will be centered. ‘ The emperor is amazed, knowing Liu is admonishing him." “穆宗政僻， 
嘗問公權筆何盡善，對曰：‘用筆在心，心正則筆正。’上改容，知其筆諫也�”OuyangXiu, 
Song Qi, etc.,歐陽修、宋祁,J/Y/T"〃炉/m vo/.MJ舊唐書•卷一六五列傳•第五（Beijing北京： 
Zhonghua Shuju 中華書局 ’ 1975 )，4310. 
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his superiors, he was summoned by the Emperor Muzong who has just mounted the 
throne and expressed his admiration for Liu's calligraphy. The emperor said to Liu:" 
I have been thinking about your calligraphy since I saw them at temples." The next 
day Liu was appointed as Youshiyi 右拾遺 ,a low-level consultant at the legislative 
bureau of government, and served as calligrapher-in-waiting at the Hanlin 
academy.24 Since then, Liu Gongquan25 had risen steadily on the official ladder. 
During the first year in the Kaiyuan era, Liu was promoted as the Great Secretary of 
the Department of the Great Imperial Secretariat, next year to the Executive Assistant 
in the Ministry of Work, and in the third year he attained the position as the 
Academian-in-Waiting next to the Chief Imperial Censor 御史大夫 . 2 6 Liu's 
calligraphic style was favoured and highly sought after by scholar-officials, as 
recorded in the Official History of Tang, "when inscribing steles, the family members 
of lords and high officials are considered not showing their utmost filial piety for the 
deceased family member if they fail to obtain Gongquan's writings. When foreign 
people bring in tributes, they all set aside funds to purchase Liu's handwritings."27 
The popularity of his calligraphic style as well as demand for his handwritings 
increases in proportion to his rise in official career.28 “In almost thirty years from 
24
“元和十五年（820)三月，柳公權入京奏事’得蒙剛剛即位的穆宗召見，穆宗對其書法大 
加讚賞，曰：“我於佛寺見卿筆跡’思之久矣。”即日拜右拾遺’入翰林院充侍書學士 ” Ibid. 
25 He had enjoyed a long life (88 years) and his longevity might as well play an instrumental role 
in his prolific career as a calligrapher, producing over a hundred known pieces of steles. 
26
“開成元年（836)遷中書舍人，二年改諫議大夫’三年遷工部侍郎，加翰林學士承旨，位 
居亞相（御史大夫爲亞相)” Nan Zhaoxu ed•南兆旭主編，Zhongguo Shufa Quanji: Liuti Juan 




柳書.’’ Ouyang Xiu, Song Qi, etc.,歐陽修、宋祁,Jiu Tangshu vol.165 舊唐書•卷一六五列傳-
第五（Beijmg 北京：Zhonghua Shiyu 中華書局 ’ 1975) ’ 4311. 
“When Song Shou [991-1040] was in charge of the government, the whole court studied his 
style, which was called the "court style." Han Qi loved the calligraphy of Yan [ Zhenqing], so 
scholars and commonfolk all studied Yan's calligraphy. And when Cai Xiang was honored, 
scholars and commoners then all studied him. Then Wang Anshi was made chief minister, and 
scholars and commonfolk alike all studied his style. Amy McNair, The Upright Brush: Yan 
Zhenqing's Calligraphy and Song Literati Politics (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, cl998), 
9. 
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the first year in the Yuanhe era (805) when Liu Gongquan started his career as a court 
calligrapher in the capital to the eighth year of the Dahe era (834), he only inscribed 
a dozen or so steles, but in the next thirty years since the first year of the Kaiyuan era 
(836), he had written some seventy steles.”29 Among all Liu's calligraphic works, 
quite a few were preserved at Buddhist temples30, the cultural centers of cities 
accessible to a broad class of people in the Tang and Song dynasties.31 In the first 
year of Yuanchang era during the reign of Wuzong emperor (841), Liu Gongquan 
wrote his most well-known work, the Stele of the Xuanmi Pagoda 唐人達法自帀玄禾必 
塔碑(Fig.l.:21), and the lesser-known Stele of Master Xuanshuai from the Ximing 
Monastery 西明寺宣率師碼.32ln the fourth month in the fourth year during the 
Huichang reign (844), Liu wrote the Diamond Sutra 金剛經（Fig. 1.22) for the 
Ximing Monastery at Changan.33ln the eighth month of the fourth year in the 
Dazhong era (850), Liu wrote the Stele for the King ofPuguang Monastery 唐普光王 
寺碑 at Sizhou (Li Yong drafted the memorial.)34 and inscribed the title "Guoqing 




多件” Nan Zhaoxu ed•南兆旭主編,Zhongguo Shiifa Quanji: Liuti Juan中國書法全集:柳體卷 
(Beijing 北京：Beijing Guangbo Xueyuan Chubanshe 北京廣播學院出版社，2003), 7-8. 
^^  Emperor Muzong discovered Liu's writing at a monastery. See footnote 24. 
Also, later "Jurchen people of the Jin dynasty had collected Liu's characters to carve Puzhao 
Temple Stele at Yizhou and installed it in the 10th month in the fourth year of the Huangtong era. 
The writing shown in the Memorial of Xuanyi Empress of Daozong Emperor is done in Liu's 
style, illustrating Liao people's reverence for Liu." “女真族金人曾集刻柳字爲《沂州普照寺碑》 
(建於皇統四年十月），遼代《道宗宣露皇后哀冊》上柳體的書法顯示出遼人對柳的尊 
崇"Ibid., 53. 
31 "By the T'ang, the Buddhist temples had become to a great extent the "cultural centres" of the 
cities, the places where the whole community could enjoy ritual, music, and the beginnings of 
religious drama, and view the wall-paintings by the great masters such as Wu Tao-tzu as well as 
special displays of pictures." Michael Sullivan, "Some Notes on the Social History of Chinese 
Art", Studies in the Art of China and South-east Asia (London: Pindar, 1991), 93. 
32唐武宗會昌元年(841) ’書《唐人達法師玄秘塔碑》及<西明寺宣率師碣》Nan Zhaoxu ed. 
南兆旭主編,Zhongguo Shufa Quanji: Liuti Juan中國書法全集:柳體卷（Beijing北京：Beijing 
Guangbo Xueyuan Chubanshe 北京廣播學院出版社,2003), 38. 
33會昌四年四月(844) ’書西明寺《金剛經》.Ibid., 39. 
34大中四年八月(850),書《唐普光王寺碑》（李昌撰文）.ibid., 42. 
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Tiantai in Zhejiang province the following year (851).35 In 857, Liu wrote the Stele 
for the Rebuilt Donglin Monastery 唐復東林寺碑(Fig. 1.23) at the Mount Lu in 
Jiangxi Province 江西 36 and the Anguo (Pacifying State) Temple 安國寺 
reproduced the Liu's edition of the Diamond Sutra commissioned by the Ximing 
Monastery in 859.37 In 861, Liu inscribed the heading for the Pacifying State 
Monastery at Nine Peak Mountain 九峰鎮國禪院 in Fuzhou 福州 .38 Buddhism 
had many devotees in Fuji an areas and according to the local gazetteer, Buddhist 
temples flourished in the Song dynasty and many Buddhist cannons39 were printed 
by monasteries in Fuzhou since the Northern Song dynasty, such as the Chongning 
Zang 崇甯藏(Fig. l .24)and the Pilu Zang 田比盧藏.40 The numerous writings Liu left 
at various monasteries in Fuji an and Jiangxi, a province adjacent to Fuji an, might 
have influenced local book printers' choice of script, as the printing script found in 
most Fuji an editions shows resemblance to Liu Gongquan's style which was 
nevertheless tempered by that ofYan Zhenqing's. 
Moreover, Fuji an book publishers' preference of Liu's style might be due to 
economical consideration. Book publication became a highly commercialized trade 
in Fuji an since the Northern Song. The local book merchants would have preferred a 
style that their printing scribes were proficient with as well as a style that could allow 
them to carve quickly and cram as many words as possible onto a single woodblock. 







Jinan in Fuzhou 晉安福州,"Jiufengsi Jingqu Jianjie 九峰寺景區簡介,，，Jinan Government. 
http://www.jinan-fz-g.gov.cn/zzjg_Show.asp?Cid=105&Xid=175&Zid=1600&Id 二 5180 
39
 “福建還是中國古代刻經中心之一。宋代，福州東禪寺刻就《崇甯藏》，福州開元寺刻就 
《田比盧藏》” Baidu Knowledge, “Fujian Fojiao Fazhan Jianshi 福建佛教發展簡史”,Baidu. 
http://zhidao.baidu.com/questiony38515626.html 
40Li Fuhua and He Meizhuo 李富華J可梅著，Hanwen Gojiao Dazangjing Yanjiu 漢文佛教大藏 
經硏究(Beijing 北京:Zongjiao Wenhua Chubanshe 宗教文化出版社,2003), 161. 
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Zhenqing is its bony structure with well-articulated strokes. “Liu ti learns vertical 
structure from Yan ti. Liu's bony and clear-cut style with even brushstrokes is [as a 
result] more suitable to be used as printing script. Furthermore, the horizontal stroke 
in Liu style is slightly slanted, which is resulted from the carving habit, for the force 
can be easily carried through when carving diagonal than straight lines. Therefore, 
many books printed in the Southern Song feature horizontal strokes tilted to the 
upper and to the right.”斗丄 Liu's style was thus deemed as a more handy printing 
script used extensively by the commercial book publishers in the Fujian areas for 
economical reasons. 
The Annotated Poetry Anthology of Master Taojingjie 陶靖節先生詩注 
(Fig. 1.25) was published by the prefect of Fuzhou around the first year of Chunyuan 
era. It was one of the two editions of the Anthology of Tao Yuanming owned by 
Huang Pilie 黃 烈 who named his own studio Hall of Taotao 黃氏陶陶室 to house 
these two books. Most characters printed in the book feature a tight core with 
relaxed arms along with angular strokes, which are the key features of Liu's style. 42 
The Gongyang's Commentary on the Spring and Autumn Annals 春秋公羊乡、S傳角军言古 
(Fig. 1.26) was published by Yu Renzhong 余仁仲，a commercial publisher from 
Jianyang 建陽 in 1191. The characters show influence of Liu's style, which combines 




Wang Lijun 王立軍,“Diaoban Yinshua dui Songdai Hanzi de Yingxiang 雕版印刷對宋代漢字的 
Shifan DctxueXuehao 河南師範大學學報 04(2002) :54-57. 
42“中宮緊密，四周舒放的結體特點和方硬痩勁的筆劃特徵” 
Nan Zhaoxu ed.南兆旭,Zhongguo Shiifa Quanji: Liuti Juan 中國書法全集:柳體卷(Beijing 北 
京：Beijing Guangbo Xueyuan Chubanshe 北京廣播學院出版社,2003), 57. 
"Liang Yan once commented that Ou's characters are robust and its structure is tight; Liu 
characters are vigorous, but its structure loose. The horizontal strokes in Ou's characters are 
slightly light and for characters in Yan style, horizontal strokes are completely brisk. Because Liu 
only aims for strength, carrying out every stroke with force, which results in its horizontal strokes 
carrying as much weight as his vertical lines. This is what the world knows as Yan's tendon and 
Liu's bone." “歐字健勁’其勢緊’柳字健勁，其勢松。歐字橫處略輕，顏字橫處全輕，至柳 
字只求健勁’筆筆用力，雖橫處亦與豎同重，此世所謂‘顏筋柳骨’也。”(梁巇《承晉齋秩聞 
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the main text of the book contains eleven columns with nineteen words per column 
which clearly shows the advantage of Liu's bony style over Van's fleshy one, as Liu's 
style enables more words to be contained within the limited grids. 
1.3 Ouyang Xun 歐陽詢 and Jiangzhe Edition 
Because "each stroke of his standard script writing is a model of precision 
and each character a model of calculation... [therefore,] Ouyang Xun's calligraphy, 
whether in the kai or xing script, bespeaks the elegance of court: grace tempered by 
control and propriety ”44 
The curriculum for students enrolled at the Imperial Academy during both the 
Tang dynasty and the Huizong reign of the Song included Ouyang Xun's style in 
regular script (Fig. 1.31), which helped propagate Ouyang's style as a standard for 
formal writing at the court. In the early years of the Zhenguan era, Yu Shinan 虞世 
南 and Ouyang Xun were by imperial decree in charge of teaching calligraphy in 
regular script at the Imperial Academy.45 According to the Official Records of the 
Song Dynasty, "the Calligraphy Academy admits 500 students... they are required to 
study regular script in the style of Ou [yang], Yu, Chu, and Xue."46 During the Song 
dynasty, the Imperial Academy was also in charge of publishing the Classics required 
for imperial examinations. During the Song dynasty when printing technology had 
just begun to be widely used for disseminating texts, woodblock-printed books were 
highly treasured and the government printing enterprises were taken seriously. Not 
only were the texts carefully collated, but block scribes were also selectively chosen. 
The Imperial Academy often hired noted calligraphers to inscribe the woodblocks. 
錄》）ibid.,60. 
^ Peter Sturman, Mi Fu: Style and the Art of Calligraphy in Northern Song China (New Haven, 
Conn.: Yale University Press, 1997), 21. 
45
“唐代出現‘書判取仕’,弘文、崇文兩館的學生寫‘楷書字體，皆得正詳’.在貞觀初年，敕 
虞世南,歐陽詢教學楷法” Yang Haoliang 楊豪良,“Tangdai Shangfa Shufeng de xmgcheng 唐 
代尙法書風的形成,” Shufa Shangping書法賞評03(2008): 40. 
46
“《宋會要》：‘書藝所生徒五百人爲額......真法歐’虞’裙’薛’�” He Wenrong賀文榮， 
“Tangsong Shufa Zhuanke Jiaoyu Shuxue Kaolun 唐宋書法專科教育‘書學，考論,’’ Tangdu 
Xuekan 唐都學刊 02 (2008): 20. 
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The biography of Zhao Anren 趙安仁 in the Official History of Song records that 
after obtaining jinshi degree, Zhao Anren was retained to inscribe woodblocks for the 
Official Commentary of the Five Classics issued by the Imperial Academy, because 
of his skill in regular script.47 Many of the Classics either printed in paper or carved 
onto stone by the Imperial Academy employed Ouyang's style for its structural 
strength and formal elegance, such as the Book of Rites 禮言己 published during the 
early Southern Song in Hangzhou (Fig. 1.32) and the Stone Classics of the Kaicheng 
Era 開成石經（Fig. 1.33). 
The Imperial Academy during the Northern Song was located in the capital 
city Bianliang 汁梁 (modern day Kaifeng in Henan province). However, many 
books issued by the Imperial Academy during the time were not carved inside the 
institution. According to Ye Mengde 葉夢得 as recorded in his book entitled Swallow 
Chirping in the Stone Forest 石林燕語，“nowadays Hangzhou produces the best 
books, Shu areas comes second and Fuzhou ranks last. The capital (Bianliang) prints 
books every year, and its carving quality is no less than that of Hangzhou, but the 
paper quality is not as fine. In Shu and Fuji an areas, the woodblocks were made out 
of soft wood, for they can be easily carved for quick sales, hence suffering 
deterioration in quality. Because of Hangzhou woodblock carvers' technical 
proficiency, a large number of blocks for printing the book were sent to press at 
Hangzhou or were at least carved in Hangzhou and then transferred back to 
Bianliang for final printing." 48 Wang Guowei 王國系隹 in his Preface to an 
Investigation on Antiquarian Books printed in the Zhexi and Zhedong areas 兩浙古 
47“《宋史•趙安仁傳》記載趙安仁登進士第，會國子監刻《五經正義》板’以安仁善揩•， 
遂奏留之’.Tuotuo Mu'er, A Tulu, etc.脫脫帖木兒，阿魯亂Song Shi vol.287宋史•卷二八七• 
列傳第四六（Beijing 北京：Zhonghua Shuju 中華書局，1977)，9656. 
“宋本《毛詩正義》題記云書板者有“廣文館進士韋宿、鄕貢進士陳元吉、奉承郎守大理評 
事張致用、承奉郎守光祿寺丞趙安仁.” Gu Hongyi顧宏義，A Textual Research on the Block 
Printing of the Imperial College in Song Dynasty 宋代國子監刻書考論，in Gtiji Zhengli Yanjiu 
Xuekan古籍整理硏究學刊(04)2003: 44. 
48葉夢得《石林燕語》“今天下印書，以杭州爲上，蜀本次之，福建最下.京師比歲印板，殆 
不減杭州，但紙不佳.蜀與福建，多以柔木爲之’取其易成而速售，故不能工” Ye Mengde 
葉夢得,Shilin Yanyu vol.8 石林燕語(Taipei 臺北：Taiwan Shangwu Yinshuguan 臺灣商務印書 
館，1975), 7. 
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本考序 also notes that "more than half of the books issued by the Northern Song 
Imperial Academy were published in Hangzhou."49 Since the Northern Song 
dynasty, Hangzhou book carvers were commissioned by the government to produce 
books issued by the Imperial Academy in Ouyang's style, which thereafter left a 
profound impact on the local printing industry and ensured the continuity of 
Ouyang's style to be employed by government and commercial publishers alike in 
the area. Moreover, many local magistrates were followers of Ouyang's calligraphic 
style, which further strengthens the popularity of Ouyang's style in Zhejiang areas. 
Tang Xun 唐詢(1005-1064), “courtesy name Yanchou, is a native of Qiantang. He 
served as the prefect of Su, Hang, and Qingzhou. He has a wealth of unique ink 
stones. He rarely wrote calligraphy without fine paper and first-rate brush. According 
to Zhu Changwen, his calligraphy is forceful and charming, mostly derived from 
Ou's calligraphy in running script."50 Huang Tingjian also commented that: "Tang 
Yanchou acquired a few lines of Ouyang Shuaigeng's writings, contemplated over 
and studied them in depth. Tang Yanchou and Qian Mufu (Xi) both studied Ouyang 
Shuaigeng and have attained some resemblance."51 Zhang Jizhi 張艮口之，courtesy 
name Wenfu, also derived his personal calligraphic style from that of Ouyang Xun 
and Mi Fu. After obtaining jinshi degree, Zhang like Tang Xun had served a minor 
post in Suzhou area.52 
The printing script used in the Literary Anthology of Master Hedong 河東先生 
49
“王國維《兩浙古本考序》：“北宋監本刊於杭者’殆居泰半” WangGuowei,etc.ed.王國維 














宋政和三年(1113年)升蘇州爲平江府°治吳縣,長洲（今蘇州市）” Ibid., 330. 
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集卷(Figl.34), which was written by Liu Zongyuan 柳宗元 of the Tang and 
published by Liao family's Shicaitang 廖氏世綵堂 in Hangzhou during the 
Xianchun era in the Southern Song, shows unmistakable similarities to Ouyang's 
style; the narrow, tightly organized characters with crisp brushlines and graceful 
hooks as seen in the last stroke of the character xian 先 ( the third character in the 
first row) , which is comparable to the characters guan 藿見，ye 也 and guan 冠 in 
Ouyang Xun's Sweet Spring at the Jiucheng Palace (Fig. 1.31). In addition, books 
such as Tang courtesan Yu Xuanji's Poem 唐女郎魚玄機詩(Fig. 1.35) published by 
another renowned commercial printer the Chen family in Hangzhou, the Record of 
Lin'an during the Xianchun era 咸淳臨安志(Fig. 1.36)in the rare book collection of 
Nanjing municipal library which was carved in Hangzhou during the Xianchun era 
possibly by local government, the Sequel to the Investigation of Lanting 蘭學續考 
(Fig. 1.37), and the Essence of the Past Writings on Calligraphy 書苑菁華(Fig. 1.38) 
published by private printer Chen Si 陳思 in Hangzhou during the Southern Song all 
display the structural strength and formal elegance of Ouyang Xun's calligraphic 
style. Many characters exhibit Ouyang's signature angular and rectangular 
configuration, as noted by the compiler of the Catalogue of Calligraphy in the 
Imperial Collection during the Xuanhe era, who likens Ouyang's calligraphy to "a 
single peak rises above ground with four sides clearly cut off.53 Another Ouyang's 
trademark - the vertical or horizontal top dots54 can also be discerned from the 
woodblock-printed books abovementioned. 
53 《宣和書譜》稱歐書是“孤峰m屈起，四面削成”.Xuanhe Shupu宣和書譜vol. 8 , in Zhongguo 
Shuhua Quanshu vol.1 中國書畫全書（Shanghai 上海：Shanghai Shuhua Chubanshe 上海書畫 
出版社，1993) ,27. 
[Most Ou's] characters are rectangular in structure with carefully planned long and sharp 
gouge and elongated strokes. The top dot on the character hu 戶 was placed horizontally, whereas 
the top dot on the bao 寶 is written vertically, both methods derived from Han clerical script. “其 
結體方正偏長，法度嚴謹，勾戈與長畫瘦勁挺拔。“戶”的頂點作成橫，寶蓋頭的頂點又寫 
成豎’都是得之於漢• ° ” Nan Zhaoxu ed.南兆旭,Zhongguo Shufa Quanji: Liuti Juan 中國書 
法全集：歐體卷（Beijing北京：Beijing Guangbo Xueyuan Chubanshe北京廣播學院出版社, 
2003),11. 
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1.4 Song Xieke Editions 宋寫刻本 
Most government printing houses and commercial press adhered to the 
existing mainstream printing scripts in the style of Yan, Liu, Ouyang or a hybrid style 
combining two or three of the abovementioned styles, whereas many local or private 
printing houses adopted a particular calligraphic style for the calligrapher's influence 
over a specific region or out of personal preference. 
Song dynasty championed individual styles that were characterized by yi 意 
(ideas).55 Calligraphers such as Su Shi 蘇車式(1037-1101) and Huang Tingjian 黃庭 
堅(1045-1105), whose calligraphic styles departed from the orthodox style, were 
however celebrated and emulated by their contemporaries and later generations alike. 
The Song dynasty's interest in stylistic innovation and the popularity of the two 
prominent individual calligraphers had driven regional official and private book 
printers to use their calligraphic styles in the production of woodblock-printed books. 
1.5 The Collection of Eulogies on Kunshan 昆山雜詠 and Huang 
Tingjian黃庭堅 
Kunshan 島山，a satellite city in the greater Suzhou region, enjoys a long 
illustrious pedigree of talented calligraphers since the Jin dynasty. Lu Ji 陸機 
(261-303) not only authored WenfU (On Literature)文賦，but also wrote the 
Consoling Letter 平復中占，the earliest handwriting in draft cursive by a Western Jin 
calligrapher extant to date. According to Zhu Guantian's 朱關田 research, Zhang Xu 
張旭，the sage of calligraphy in cursive script, was a native of Kunshan.56 During 
55 "Looking back on the rich legacy of calligraphy that preceded him, the Ming dynasty theorist 
Dong Qichang (1555-1636) recognized three epochs fundamental to the formation of the canon 
and succinctly characterized each one: Jin calligraphy is governed by yim (resonance), Tang 
calligraphy by fa (methods), and Song calligraphy by yi (ideas)." Peter Charles Sturman, Mi Fu: 
Style and the Art of Calligraphy in Northern Song China (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University 
Press, 1997), 18. 
56 Yu Jianliang 俞建良，"Kunshan Lidai Shufa Mingjia Zongshu 崑山歷代書法名家綜述,” 
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the Northern Song, Shen Liao 沈遼(1032-1085), the magistrate of Kunshan and a 
noted calligrapher himself, exchanged poems with Su Shi, Zeng Gong 曾鞏 and 
Huang Tingjian.57 In the Southern Song, Feng Chengda 范成大(1126-1193), one of 
the Four Masters of Southern Song in literature, was also from Kunshan. Like many 
of his contemporaries who chose to emulate Northern Song masters' calligraphic 
styles, Fan's calligraphy was appraised by Tao Zongyi 陶宗儀 of the Ming as being 
"modeled after Huang Tingjian and Mi Fu 米帝，lacking in rhythmic subtlety but 
dazzling in vigour". 58 Dong Shi 董史 held a similar view, when he commented in 
his Record of Calligraphy 書錄:” [Fan Chengda] is noted for his calligraphy and had 
his poems on rural life carve onto stele. His calligraphy models after Shangu, and 
Master Mi. Even though lacking in subtlety, his structural strength is quite 
remarkable."59 During the Southern Song, there is a revived interest in both Su Shi's 
and Huang Tingjian,s poetryGO and calligraphic styles. As Lu You 陸遊 observed 





















韻勝不逮而勁健可觀” Cao Baolin曹寶麟,Zhongguo Shufashi: Song, Liao Jin Juan中國書法 
史：宋遼金卷(南京：江蘇敎育出版社’ 1999), 297. 
As the founder of Jiangxi poetry school 江西詩派，Huang Tin^ian had a great influence over 
the development of poetry in the Southern Song. 
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that ： "lately, S u � H u a n g � M i Fu['s styles] are in vogue; their predecessors like Li 
Xitai 李西台，Song Xuanxian 宋宣獻,Cai Junmo 蔡君謨,and Su Caiweng 蘇才翁兄 
弟 brothers' [styles] are abandoned."61 Yang Wanli 楊萬里 also noted that:" When 
emperor Gaozong 高宗 first started to study Huang's style, everybody followed the 
trend; then he began to learn Mi's style, the whole nation follows suit.62 The general 
interest in Huang's literary and calligraphic talents in the Southern Song and 
Kunshan magistrate's personal preference of Huang's style might explain the local 
government officials to single out Huang's calligraphic style as the printing script for 
Kunshan Zayong (Fig. 1.41), a collection of eulogies on Kunshan by noted literati 
published by local magistrate in three volumes in 1207. The printing script used 
resembles that of Huang Tingjian as well as Ouyang Xun in its elongated proportion, 
but the slightly asymmetrical structure calls to mind more of Huang's style (Fig. 1.42). 
Such an unconscious adoption of Huang's style reveals local flavor and Kunshan,s 
affiliation with the renowned Northern Song literati-official. 
1.6 Su Shi 蘇軾 and the Literary Anthology ofTao Yuanming 陶淵明 
集 
The extant edition of the Literary Anthology of Tao Yuanming (Fig. 1.51) is a 
facsimile copy of an original Northern Song edition carved in Su Shi's fleshy style 
published by Mao Yi 毛扇(1640 -?) in the early Qing, who was the son of Mao Jin 
毛晉（1599 -1659), the founder of Jigu Ge 汲古閣63. 
Li Qing 黎清,“Nansong ren kan Jiangxi Shipai 南宋人看江西詩派”，Wenshi Zhishi 文史知識(11) 
2008 ： 52. 
陸遊：“近歲蘇、黃、米蒂盛行，前輩如李西台、宋宣獻、蔡君謨、蘇才翁兄弟書皆廢。” 
Cao Baolin曹寶麟,Zhongguo Shufashi: Song, Liao Jin Juan中國書法史：宋遼金卷(南京：江蘇 
敎育出版社’ 1999),2. 
62楊萬里云：“高宗初作黃字，天下翕然學黃，後作米字，天下翕然學米...” 
Yang Wanli 楊萬里,Chengzhai Shihua 誠齋詩言舌(Shanghai 上海：Shanghai Guji Chubanshe 
上海古籍出版社，1987), 733. 
63 Jigu Ge was one of the most influential commercial printing houses in the Ming dynasty. 
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According to many postscripts and colophons attached to the book, the Literary 
Anthology ofTao Yiianming was first compiled and edited by Xiao Tong 蕭,統 of the 
Later Liang dynasty (907-923). In the fourth year of the Xuanhe era, Wang Zhongliang 
王仲良 was said to publish an edition based on a handwritten copy by Su Shi, which 
was later reprinted in the tenth year of the Shaoxing era. Jigu Ge's 汲古閣 facsimile 
copy was based on the Northern Song edition, according to Mao Yi's postscript 
(Fig.L52).64 Later in the Jiaqing reign (1796-1821) of the Qing dynasty, Lu Quan 魯 
金全 reprinted the book again based on Jigu Ge's edition and appended his own 
inscription to his edition (fig. 1.53).^ ^ 
64 "My father always told me that:" your maternal grandfather had a Northern Song edition of 
Taoji (Literary Anthology of Tao Yuanming) and it was based on a handwritten copy by Su 
Wenzhong. It was however seized by a powerful man in our region and lost in fire. Because of 
his admiration for Master Tao, Wenzhong did not only write poems rhyming with that of Tao's, 
but also handvvrote [Tao's] anthology to be printed. He has taken this matter with such sincerity. 
Such fine edition, as rare as jewels of the Sui dynasty and Jade Disc of Mr. He, is not always 
attainable. Yi does not dare to forget. One day I met up with Qian Zunwang, he showed me this 
book. Upon close examination, it is Dongpo's style...my teacher Mr. Mei Xianqian excels at 
calligraphy, therefore, I asked him to make a facsimile copy for me. It took a full year to 
complete. Both its calligraphy and ink are outstanding, well-planned majestic and solemn. Later 
owner of this book should not treat it lightly. My maternal grandfather's name is mei, courtesy 
name dengxin, self-named as yuean, the grandson of the Lord Wenjing of Yan and the fourth son 
of the Lord Dongting Zhonghan. In the last 10-day period of the fourth month in the Jiashu year 








65’’Lately, Northern and Southern Song editions, as rare as dangling and hanging shrub, have long 
been treasured. In the year of dingmou (1807) when I served as an inspector at jiuzi, I bought this 
edition. It is a facsimile copy of an original Song edition authenticated by Mao [Yi] of Qinchuan, 
who invited his teacher Qian Meixian to handwrite the woodblocks. Su Wenzhong's writings are 
vigorously structured, which is on par with Wang Cengqian. I was bom too late to view [Su's] 
original writings in person. I always took out the rubbings to emulate, but rarely managed to 
attain likeness. Master Qian's copy are fluid and round like jade and pearls, exhibiting a 
41 
The book testifies not only Su Shi's admiration for recluse poet Tao Qian 陶潛 
(365-427) who has long been a cultural icon for literati-officials, but also the 
popularity of Su Shi's calligraphic style from Song down to Ming and Qing dynasties. 
The late Ming scholar Zhang Chou 張丑(1577-1643) had documented in his Diary 
of Authenticated Works 真跡日錄 that "the Literary Anthology of Tao Yuanming in 
two volumes is in my family collection. They were printed based on Dongpo's 
handwritten version, which makes them very v a l u a b l e . ’ ’ 6 6 Since his own time in the 
Northern Song, Su Shi's fleshy calligraphic style with rounder and fuller 
brushstrokes had many followers, including Huang Tianjian, Zhou Bangting 周亭， 
Li Gang 李綱，and Lu You 陸遊 of the Song, Wu Kuan 吳寬 in the Ming and Zhang 
Zhidong 張之卞同 of the Qing dynasty. ^ ^ Su Shi's influence over Ming calligraphers 
will be discussed in chapter three in relation to Wu Kuan's handwritten book. 
cloud-forming mirage between the lines. It is best even if compared to original Song editions. 
The first day of the twelfth month in the twelfth year during the Jiaqing reign, inscribed by 






Lu Quan 魯銓，Colophon on Tao Yuanming Ji 陶淵明集(Beijing 北京：Xianzhuang Shuju 線裝 
書局，2006). 
The Chronology of Tao Ji carved as written by Su Shi: 
蘇東坡手書陶集一北宋王仲良刻蘇寫本一紹興本影北宋王仲良所刻蘇寫本一汲古閣本摹本 
—嘉慶魯§全翻刻汲古閣本 
66張丑：“又吾家有陶淵明集兩冊’是東坡手書入梓，尤爲可重耳” Zhang Chou張丑,Zhenji 
Rilu 真跡日錄（Shanghai 上海:Shanghai Guji Chubanshe 上海古籍出版社,1987), vol.2 -538. 
67
“後世學蘇字的人不少，如宋代周邦亭、李綱、陸遊，明代吳寬，清代張之洞等�” Li Yukun 
李玉琨,“Shixi Sushi de Shufa Yishuji Shulun 試析蘇|式的書法藝術及書論”，Yishu Guangjiao 
藝術廣角（04)2007:24. 
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2. Zhao Mengfu 趙孟頫 and Yuan Book Production 
After the fall of Southern Song in 1279, most of the woodblocks issued by the 
Song Imperial Academy were still kept at their original site, which however became 
the Private Academy by the West Lake 西、湖書院 in the Yuan dynasty. Huang Jin 
黃潛(1277-1357 ) noted that “the Private Academy by the West Lake used to be the 
Imperial Academy of the Song, still following the strict regulation that governs the 
previous institution. It inherits from the old academy its book collection now under 
the control of shiiku gwa"書庫官，the official in charge of the book warehouse. After 
the fall of Song, the scholarly studies conducted at the academy have been 
demolished, but the woodblocks have surv ived .Moreover , as for many other art 
forms, dynastic changes did not disrupt artistic tradition. The format and script type 
of many books published in the early Yuan by governmental and private publishing 
houses were still in keeping with the Song tradition. 
The Re-edited Encyclopedia of Herbal Medicine of Zhenghe Era extracted 
from the Classics and ///•对or/ex重修政和經史證類備用本草（Fig.2.1) was 
compiled and published in the fourth year of Dingzong's reign(1249) by Zhang 
Cunhui 張存惠，a private book published in Pingshui平水(modern day Linfen in 
Shanxi Province). The book was once possessed by Ming scholar-official and 
bibliophile Qian Qianyi 錢謙益and is now in the collection of National Library of 
China. The robust calligraphic style is reminiscent of Yan Zhenqing's style, which 
was popular and practiced by high court officials such as Yelu Chucai 耳P律楚材in 
the northern region of the Yuan empire. As inherited family business, the 
commercial printing houses such as the Yu family from Jianyang area (Fujian 
province)余志安勤有堂 and the Yue family from Xiangtai in Changzhou相台嶽氏 
^黃搢《西湖書院義田記》云：“西湖書院’實宋之太學’規制尤盛，舊所刻經史群書，有 
專官以掌之’號書庫官’宋亡學廢，而板庫具在.” Huang Jin黃搢，“Xihu Shuyuan Yitianji 
西湖書院義田記”，in Jiejimg Tongzhi浙江通志，written by Shen Yiji, e t c .沈翼機等撰 
(Taipei: Jinghua Shuju 臺北：京華書局，1967), vol. 261-4324. 
^ 
still maintained the signature look of their books, making almost no change to the 
trademark script they used in the previous dynasty, possibly out of their desire to 
capitalize on the reputation their predecessors had garnered in the earlier time. The 
Collected Commentary to the Spring and Autumn t?(Fig.2.2) was 
published by Xiangtai Yue Family in Jinxi ( modern day Jiaxing, Zhejiang province) 
相台嶽氏亥醉并丨J 溪家塾 as indicated by the publisher's mark at the end of the book. 
The script type used shows stylistic similarity to Ouyang Xun's stout and angular 
style, which gained great popularity in the areas around Hangzhou since the Song 
dynasty. The books published by the Yu family from Jianyang area(Fujian Province) 
余志安勤有堂 such as Sanfu HuangtuH^HI, a topographical study of the 
ancient capital in the Qin and Han dynasties(Fig.2.3) still preserves the tradition of 
using a hybrid script that recalls both Yan Zhenqing's fleshy and forceful style and 
Liu Gonquan's slender characters with disjointed limbs. 
In spite of being the stronghold of Tang masters' styles in the north and in the 
old Southern Song printing centers like Fuji an area, Zhao Mengfu 趙孟頫(1254-13 22) 
from Huzhou (Zhejiang province) featured prominently in the entire Yuan cultural 
history; Zhao's stellar official career and his reputation as a great mentor for the 
Han-ethnic Chinese scholars ensured the widespread use of his calligraphic style 
across the nation, thereby leaving a lasting impact on the printing industry in the later 
part of the Yuan dynasty. Zhao Mengfu was the eleventh-generation descendant of 
the Song emperor Taizu and one of the greatest scholars of his own age，To cull 
favor with intellectuals of Han-ethnic origin, Yuan ruler Khubilai 忽乂必烈 had sent 
Cheng Jufli 程矩夫 to Jiangnan areas to recruit talented literati. Among the 
twenty-four scholars Cheng had recruited, Zhao Mengfu was the most desired. 
Zhao's recruitment by the Yuan court and his subsequent promotion through ranks 
served as a symbol of the Mongol rulers' efforts to appeal to and garner the support 
69 Zhao Mengfu had played a pivotal role in the fugu (the revival of the past) movement of the 
Yuan dynasty. In calligraphy, he traced back to the Wei and Jin (317 -420) period and reinstall the 
two Wang tradition as the orthodox for literati to follow. 
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of traditional Chinese s c h o l a r s / � A f t e r Zhao Mengfu entered the Yuan court, he was 
in charge of drafting imperial verdict in the Secretariat of State Affairs 尚書省，the 
supreme administrative office of the Yuan government. Because of his literary talents, 
Zhao was highly appreciated by Khubilai. In his opposition to the villainous minister 
Sangha 桑哥,Zhao Mengfu had also showed his courage and political acumen, thus 
gained further approval and admiration from the great Khaghan, who granted Zhao 
Mengfli the privilege to enter and exit through palace gates without restriction/^ In 
the first month of the twenty-ninth year in the Zhiyuan era (1292), Zhao was 
promoted to the honorary civil official titles of Grandee of the Twenty-second Class 
朝列大夫（lower fourth grade 從四品），：and left Dadu to serve as the 
Director-General of the Jinan route 濟南路總管府Z � I n his lengthy official career 
serving five emperors in total, Zhao Mengfu was not only in charge of drafting and 
hand-copying imperial verdicts which were then sent to regional offices across the 
nation, but he was also assigned to inscribe important religious monuments and 
7o“Chao Meng-fu (1254-1322) was the most renowned of Khubilai's supporters among the 
painters. Because Chao was descended from the Sung imperial family, his conversion to the 
Mongols boosted Khubilai's credibility and legitimacy among the Chinese. To those who 
criticized him for abandoning the loyalist cause and serving the “barbarians,’ Chao responded 
that "each person lives his life in this world according to his own times." Despite considerable 
opposition by Mongols who doubted Chao's loyalty. Khubilai appointed the painter to the 
Ministry of War, and Chao responded by performing his tasks conscientiously. He proposed 
reforms in the postal service and reductions in taxes on the Chinese. In art, he found greater 
freedom under the Mongols than in the previous Sung dynasty. The Sung Imperial Academy had, 
he argued, established standards that stultified painters, whereas the new Yuan rulers did not 
interfere with the artistic creations of the painters and also exposed them to new subjects and 
themes- for example, the depiction of horses." Denis Twitchett and John K. Fairbank, ed., The 
Cambridge History of China volume 6: Alien regimes and Border States (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1978-), 497. 
71 Shane McCausland, "Zhao Mengfu (1254-1322) and the Revolution of Elite Culture in 
Mongol China" (PhD diss., Princeton University, 2000), 54. 
“David M. Farquhar, The Government of China Under Mongolian Rule: a Reference Guide, 
(Stuttgart: F. Steiner, 1990), 25. 
^^Huang Dun 黃惇，The History of Chinese Calligraphy: Yuan and Ming Dynasty 中國書法史•元 
明卷（Nanjing 南京:Jiangsu Jiaoyu Chubanshe,江蘇敎育出版社,2001), 15. 
^ 
scriptures.74 These assignments all helped turn his style into the state-sanctioned 
script to be used in the official documents. In the spring of 1298, Zhao was 
summoned by the Chengzong emperor to bring along twenty capable calligraphers 
with him to the capital to inscribe scriptures in golden letters. Among the 
recommended calligraphers by Zhao Mengfu were Deng Wenyuan 鄭文原，Qiu 
ZizhengfiP子正，and Jin Jiangzheng 金、江正，who were all granted official titles 
afterwards. This event, where southern Chinese scholars entered officialdom through 
their artistic skills, had enhanced Zhao's reputation as a benevolent mentor for 
literati-scholars of Chinese origin and installed his calligraphic style as the model to 
emulate by both official clerks and literati-scholars of Chinese origin throughout the 
Yuan Empire. 
In spite of the special favors he received from the Mongolian rulers and the 
prestige he enjoyed at the court, Zhao Mengfu kept a low political profile throughout 
his career, pleading many times to the emperors to be dispatched back to his 
hometown in Jiangnan areas?，，probably due to both the moral ambiguity arising 
from being a Song imperial descendant serving foreign rulers and to averting 
suspicion and criticism from Mongolian officials at Dadu 大者 . Besides, in 
comparison to Dadu in the north, southern China was still a stronghold of Chinese 
culture where many scholars of Chinese ethnic origin resided and Zhao enjoyed 
much peer support and could exert far greater control over local affairs. In 1299, after 
his successful completing of scripture-copying project and introducing Deng 
Wenyuan and others to the court, Zhao was promoted as the superintendent of the 
Confucian School in the Jiangzhe province 江浙行省等處儒學提舉，and the 
Auxiliary Academian at the Academy of Assembled Worthy Scholars 集賢直學士. In 
74 Buddhism and Daoism had played pivotal role in Khubilai's pursuit of unifying China, 
therefore, the two religions had enjoyed most the imperial favor and garnered Mongolian rulers' 
support. Zhao and his wife were adherents of Ch'an Buddhism, both studying with Zhongfeng 
Mingben 中峰明本（1263-1323), a renowned Buddhist master in the Yuan dynasty. Zhao had also 
inscribed many Buddhist and Daoist scriptures during his life. 
75 "After the death of Shizu Emperor in 1294, Zhao was summoned to the capital by Chengzong 
emperor to compile and write the Veritable Record of Shizu Emperor 世；祖實錄.Later Zhao plead 
ill and left for Jiangnan area, traveling between Hanzhou and Wuxing."ibid., 16. 
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his new capacity, Zhao received fiill discretionary powers over regional academies, 
rituals, education, fiscal and publishing matters in the various routes, prefectures and 
county in the Eastern and Southern China/^ Besides Zhao himself, many of Zhao's 
close associates and disciples of Chinese ethic origin were posted to civil posts in 
charge of Yuan,s book and literary publications, thanks to Zhao's mentorship. In the 
multiracial society of the Yuan dynasty, southern Chinese ranked lowest in the social 
Strata among the four ethnic groups. The majority of literati-scholars lost their 
privilege which they enjoyed under the native Chinese dynasties and were excluded 
from certain high offices. ^^  During his official career, Zhao never stopped to 
enhance the importance and prestige of Chinese scholar-officials within his 
jurisdiction. Upon Zhao's recommendation and referrals, many scholars of Chinese 
Han ethnic origins entered officialdom, and were staffed to civil posts in charge of 
fiscal and administrative matters as well as the nation's literary production.^^ Their 
holding of civil offices to some degree helped revive Chinese culture, educational 
institutions and book production in Yuan China. Deng Wenyuan 鄂文原（1258 — 
1328) was promoted as the professor at Chongde prefecture and his official career 
76 Ibid. “成宗的信任’還使他在大德三年(1299) $口願地獲得了江浙行省等處儒學提舉一 
職，並擢拔爲集賢直學士。此職統領東南諸路府、州、縣學校、祭祀、教養、錢糧之事及 
考校呈進著述文字’這既可使他仍爲朝廷效力’又回到了他根基所在的杭州文化圈 PH 
77 During the Yuan dynasty, the entire population was divided into four groups: Mongols, Central 
Asians, Northern Chinese and Southerners. 
78 
"The principal group whose interests were undercut by the Mongols was the landed elite 
from whose ranks derived the bulk of the governing scholar-official class. Without the civil 
service examinations, the Chinese elite had few options. Some acquiesced and served the 
Mongols; others abandoned public life and became recluses or dabbled in the arts; and still others, 
disgruntled with Mongolian rule, formed a potentially disruptive force. The Chinese elite was the 
major group that felt excluded from the benefits accorded to other classes and professions by the 
Mongols. Yet Khubilai ；忽必、艺！j and his court tried to appease them by retaining certain 
government offices, the Han-lin Academy, the Directorate for the Diffusion of Confucian Texts, 
the Archives, and the Imperial Diarists' Office, in which scholar-officials remained prominent." 
Denis Twitchett and John K. Fairbank, ed., The Cambridge History of China volume 6: Alien 
regimes and Border States (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978-), 452. 
Their installment in those offices expresses both Yuan court's acknowledgement of their 
literary and artistic talents and their strong distrust in them for political and military affairs of the 
country. 
^ 
culminated in being as the successor of Zhao Mengfu as the superintendent of the 
Confucian School in the Jiangzhe province 江浙行省等處儒學提舉 in 1310 and as 
the Director of Studies at the National Institute 國子監司業 in 1312. As a disciple 
and close associate of Zhao Mengfu, Deng's calligraphy in regular, running, and 
cursive all show close resemblance to that of Zhao (Fig. 2.4 and 2.5) , yielding more 
to Zhao's influence than Xian Yushu 魚羊于樞，Zhao's contemporary and rival in 
calligraphy (Fig. 2.6).^^ In the mid-Yuan period during the reign of Chengzong 
emperor and Wenzong emperor who was infatuated with Chinese art and founded the 
Academy of the Pavilion of the Star of Literature 奎章閣 in 1329, Zhao's disciples 
such as Yu Ji 虞集，Zhang Yu 張雨，Ke Jiusi ,柯九思 and Zhu Derun 朱德潤，were 
active in either Jiangnan areas or Dadu. When he was traveling with Ke Jiusi 柯九'思 
in the capital, Zhu Derun 朱德潤（1294—1365 ) was recommended by Zhao Mengfu 
to the imperial son-in-law Wang Zhang 王璋 who then referred Zhu to the Emperor 
Renzong. The emperor later summoned Zhu Derun to the Hall of Jade Virtue and 
granted him the post of Writer at the Han-lin Academy 應奉翰林文字同知制誥. 
Wang Ao 王鍪 had once commented on Zhu's calligraphy as showing a close 
resemblance to Zhao Mengfli.8i Yu He 俞和（1307 — 1382) was in charge of writing 
and editing of the official histories of Liao, Jin and Song . According to the 
Hangzhou gazetteer 杭州志，Yu He's calligraphy in running cursive script resembles 
closely to that of Wenmin; if some mischievous people impressed his calligraphy 
with Zhao' seals, it is hard to discern the difference in urgency.^^ Guobi ‘s 享界 
(1280-1335) had served as the subdirector of students of the Zhenjiang route 鎮江路 
學錄、the headmaster of the Bojiang Private Academy in Raozhou route 饒州路鄱江 
書院山長� P r o f e s s o r of Confucian studies in the Pingjiang route 平、江路吳江州儒 
80 Ibid., 40-41. 
SI“朱德潤（1294-1365)，已寓居崑山（今屬江蘇蘇州）他與柯九思同游京師，爲趙孟頫看 
中，趙氏先推薦給駙馬太尉瀋陽王王璋’其後王璋又向仁宗皇帝舉薦，被召見於玉德殿。 
命爲應奉翰林文字同知制誥，明代王鏊評其書：“酷似趙孟頫�” Ibid., 61. 
82
“俞和（1307—1382)�至正初曾擔任遼、金、宋三史繕寫總校閱之職。據《杭州志》載’ 
俞和“行草逼真文敏，好事者得其書每用趙款識’倉卒莫能辨�” Ma Zonghuo馬宗霍,Shiilm 
Zaojian 書林藻鑒（Beijing 北京:Wenwu 文物,1984), vol 11-291. 
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學教授 and the Scribe of the First Class at the Jiangzhe prefecture 江浙行省辟充 
83,whose calligraphy is indebted to Zhao Mengfu (Fig. 2.7). It is said that he even 
hand copied the Literary Anthology of Songxue Studio, which certainly showed his 
admiration for Zhao Mengfu.^^ The Daoist master Zhang Yu 張雨（1283 — 1350)also 
had the chance to make acquaintance with and studied calligraphy with Zhao Mengfu 
(Fig. 2.8). Zhao had a high expectation of him, likening him to Tao Hongjing 陶弘景. 
Zhao once uttered that: "after Tao Hongjing achieved enlightenment at Huayang, he 
named himself Huayang Waishi, now you have attained the Dao at Juqu, you will be 
the second Tao [Hongjing].85 
After Wenzong's reign until the end of Yuan during Shundi's time (1333-1368), 
Kangli Naonao 康里ilfili (1295 — 1345) and Zhou Boqi 周伯琦 were the most 
influential court calligraphers. Zhao Mengfu and Kangli Naonao's father were 
colleagues and quite friendly at the court. Kangli had asked Zhao to write the stele 
for his deceased father，As a Central Asian who belonged to a social class much 
higher than that of Zhao Megnfu, Kangli Naonao had occupied many high-ranking 
civil positions including the Chancellors at the Hanlin Academy in charge of drafting 
verdict, official history 翰林學士承旨 and the Privy Councilor of the Jiangzhe 
province 江浙行省平章政事.And he had dominated the calligraphic field in the late 
Yuan, whose personal style was nevertheless influenced by Zhao Megnfu (Fig. 2.9). 
As abovementioned, many of Zhao's followers in calligraphy held civil offices 
83 f 
Wang Lianqi ed.王連起主編，Gugong Bowuyiian Wenwii Zhenpin Quanji 20: Yuan 
故宮博物院藏文物珍品全集20:元代書法（Hong Kong香港：Shangwu 
Ymshuguan 商務印書館,2001), 170. 
“林魁《鎭江府志》稱其“（郭界）書法出入趙文敏”。大德十一年（1307)其27歲時曾收 
錄同代諸賢遺稿’後被著錄於《珊湖網》中。又據史載，他還曾手抄過《松雪齋集》” 
Huang Dun 黃t享，The History of Chinese Calligraphy : Yuan and Ming Dynasty 中國書法史.元 
明卷（Nanjing 南京：Jiangsu Jiaoyu Chubanshe 江蘇敎育出版社,2001), 54 — 55. 
85張雨（1283 - 1350)得以拜識趙孟頫，並侍趙學書。趙孟頫非常賞識這位青年道士“每以 
陶弘景期之”Zhang Yu張雨，Juqu Waishi Zhenju Xiansheng Shiji句曲外史貞居先生詩集 
(Taipei 臺北：Taiwan Xuesheng Shuju 臺灣學生書局，1971), 56. 
86
“趙孟頫原與康裡嶁if之父爲同事，且相友善。是趙孟頫的下級，曾請趙爲亡父撰寫《神 
道碑》.”Huang Dun 黃 t享，^he History of Chinese Calligraphy: Yuan and Ming Dynasty 中國書 
法史.元明卷（Nanjing南京：Jiangsu Jiaoyu Chubanshe江蘇敎育出版社,2001)，78. 
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whose principal responsibility include educating Mongolian nobles Chinese classics, 
drafting imperial verdict and monastery monuments, compiling official history and 
overseeing book publishing and Confucian schools at the court in the capital, in 
regional offices or at the private academies. Because of Zhao and his associates' 
influence in the literary and artistic fields, many books published by private 
academies^^ and by individuals in the southern China in mid and late Yuan had 
favored Zhao's style as the printing script and published books in xieke edition of 
extremely high quality. It is possibly due to the fact that many literati were denied 
access to high offices other than the ones relevant to literary production. They 
therefore diverted their attention to literary & artistic pursuits and made their livings 
by painting and publishing books for the government and for their own pleasure or 
profit. 
Zhao Mengfu's own writings were published posthumously in the Literary 
Anthology of Songxue 松雪斋集 by the Shen Family from Huaxi花溪沈氏伯 
玉 in 1339. Noted by several scholars of Chinese antiquarian books^^, the printing 
script used in the book closely resembles Zhao's handwriting (Fig. 2.10). The 
printing typefaces employed in books issued by governments of all levels such as the 
Official History of ^Sb叹宋史issued by the Branch Central Secretariat for Jiangzhe 
Edition in 1346元至正六年江浙等處行中書省書省刻本(Fig. 2.11), the Courtesy 
and Rites 儀禮 written by Ao Jigong 敖 公 issued by Private Academy by the 
West Lake 西湖書院 in 1301 (Fig. 2.12), The Literary Anthology of Master Shiticm 石 
田先生文集 by Ma Zuchang 马祖常issued by the Confucian School in the 
87As it is recorded in the Yuan history, the headmasters 山長 of the private academies in the Yuan 
dynasty, who were appointed by the government, were in charge of the local printing enterprise 
together with the magistrates of their prefecture or county, many of whom had been Zhao 
Mengfu's associates or admirers. Xiong Xiaoming t_/J�明，Zhongguo Guji Banben Tushi 中國古 





而編中衍說’猶所不免” Yao Gongmo姚公驀,“Songxuezhai Jiaoji松雪齋集校記,，，Jm/r浙/ 
Jiangxi Normal University (Philosophy and Social Sciences Edition)江西師箪范大學學幸艮哲學/社 
會科學版02 (1979): 61. 
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Yangzhou Circuit Edition揚州路儒學刻本 in 1339 (Fig. 2.13) Jhe Long and Short 
Verses Composed by Jiaxuan in twelve volumes稼軒長短句，the poetry anthology of 
Xin Qiji辛棄疾（1140-1207) published by Guangxin Private Academy廣信書院刻 
本in 1299 (Fig. 2.14) all to varying degree show debt to Zhao's precise, elegant and 
easy-to-read style calligraphic style (Fig. 2.15).^^ Even though deriving his style 
from the calligrapher-sage Wang Xizhi and Tang imperial decedent Li Yong^ M 
卯(678 � 7 4 7 ) , Zhao Mengfu rendered his regular script with distinctive personal flair, 
with every character of squat shape in similar size written with slanted brush(Fig. 
2.16 and 2.15). Like Yan Zhenqing's style, Zhao Mengfli's calligraphic style also 
enjoyed a long-lasting popularity, used as a universal script by the publishing 
industry throughout the Yuan dynasty and in the early Ming for its mass appeal to 
people across social strata. 
The easy legibility of Zhao's style makes Chinese characters and culture more approachable 
and understandable to the Mongol rulers, who were not yet fully sinicized. 
90Huang Dun 黃惇，From Hangzhou to Dadu: a Critical Review of Zhao MengfuCalligraphy 




3.1 Palace Edition Books and Zhao Mengfu's Lingering Influence in 
the Early Ming 
The early Ming court was dominated by calligraphers such as Shen Du 沈度 
(1357-1434), his brother Shen Can沈粲(dates unknown) and their followers. Having 
been the imperial favorite for a few successive reigns, their style espouses that of 
Zhao Mengfu in its rectangular shape and smooth strokes with triangular entering 
strokes and sharp elongated hook, which, however, is more uniform and effeminate 
in appearance (Fig. 3.1). Court production always requires intellectual and artistic 
conformity, evidenced by the conformity shown in the calligraphic style of the 
Jiajing edition^^ of the Yongle Dadian /Ic樂大典(the Encyclopedia of Yongle Era) 
in 22,877 volumes; one thousand three hundred and eighty one copyists were 
involved, but their handwritings seem have been penned by the same hand (Fig. 
3.2) 92 Other palace-edition handwritten and woodblock-printed books such as A 
Children's Reader of Poems from One 角军增禾口千家詩注(Fig. 3.3) 
and The Mirror for Emperors of Successive Dynasties 歷代君 I I written by Emperor 
Daizong Zhu Qiyu 明代宗朱祁金玉 published in 1453 (Fig. 3.4) also employed 
calligraphic style and typeface inspired by Zhao Mengfu's style which is nevertheless 
tempered by the Chancellery's and Yan Zhenqing's styles. Up until the mid- and late 
91 "Late in the Chia-ching reign a palace fire prompted the emperor to order a facsimile copy of 
the original set to be made in the palace establishment. The original set has since been lost and 
this facsimile, started in 1562 and completed in 1567, under the directorship of such eminent 
officials as Chang Chu-cheng (1525-1582) and Kao Kung (1512-1578), is the only surviving set 
and, unfortunately, is quite incomplete." Frederick W. Mote and Hung-lam Chu, Calligraphy 
and the East Asian Book Boston: Shambhala; New York; Distributed by Random House, 1989, 
cl988), 81. 
92 Zhang Jinliang 張金梁，“Study on Ming Court Calligraphy 明代宮廷書法硏究”，in Ming 
Qing Shufashi Guoji Yishu Yantaohui Lnwenjia 明清書法史國際藝術硏討會論文集，ed. Hua 
Rende 華人德主編（Shanghai 上海:Shanghyai Guji Chubanshe 上海古籍出版社,2008)，18. 
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Ming, Zhao Mengfu's style was still favored as the mainstream typeface for book 
publishing, even though the trend in the calligraphic field had already changed in the 
Jiangnan areas. 
3.2 Wu School Calligraphy and Popular Typeface in the Mid-Ming 
In the mid-Ming, to counteract the early-Ming court calligraphers' strong 
reliance on the well-balanced, elegant calligraphy style set out by the Jin Masters and 
their prominent follower Zhao Mengfu, individual calligraphers like Shen Zhou 沈 
周（1427-1509 ) and Wu Kuan 吳寬（1435-1504) in the Wu areas paid homage to the 
master calligraphers of the Northern Song and in a way heralded the changing trend 
in calligraphy in the middle and late Ming, as shown through their manuscript and 
handwritten book respectively, two types of the often-neglected sources in the study 
of calligraphy. 
3.3 Shen Zhou's Calligraphy in his Manuscript and the Later 
Edition of Shen's Anthology 
Both manuscript and handwritten book hold dual values, namely that of 
functional and aesthetic^^; their practical function lies in that they were intended as 
means for transmitting knowledge, but since the writers are also capable 
calligraphers, which in turn confer aesthetic values on them. Both the literary 
merits and calligraphic excellence embodied in the manuscript were acknowledged 
and valued by later collectors and commentators. In addition to many of Shen Zhou's 
published works, there exists an original manuscript written out by the author's own 
93" • • 
In China the act of writing may be characterized by its dual functionality; the practical function 
and the aesthetic function. In each case, the system of Chinese characters is utilized for a certain 
goal of expression or communication. When a calligraphic text is considered in its practical 
function, attention is concentrated on the written character as a verbal sign, that is as a vehicle for 
the transmission of linguistic meaning. In its aesthetic function, the written character as a verbal 
communication is de-emphasized in order to focus on the execution of the character as a creative 
act. The written character is then appreciated as an aesthetic visual configuration." Steve Jay 
Goldberg, Court Calligraphy in the Early T'ang Dynasty (University of Michigan, 1981), 71. 
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hand. One of the postscripts by a later collector illustrates for us some of the basic 
information about this manuscript. 
"Shitian's manuscript comes in two volumes, totaling 164 pages. I spent all I 
had to purchase it. There is no second set existing, so it is truly an unparallel 
treasure. I am fifty-two years old and had led a wretched life. Now I came 
across this rare treasure, so it might be a sign that my bad luck has gone and 
good fortune will follow. This manuscript documents poems produced [ by 
Shen Zhou] from the fourteenth year of the Zhengtong reign when the master 
was 23 years old to the nineteenth year of the Chenghua reign when he was 
57 years old. Only one third of these poems produced within the time span of 
35 years were recorded in the published anthologies of the master, thereby 
many poems in this manuscript were cast-off jewels. The calligraphy done in 
the early and later years seem to be from two hands, but after carefully 
savouring the brushstrokes and composition, similarities appear. People who 
are knowledgeable of calligraphy could perceive it...，,94 
From this informative postscript, we know that the manuscript was not only 
cherished for its documentary value, for it records many of the unpublished poems 
by Shen Zhou, but it was also appreciated for its calligraphy. Manuscript is not a 
formal piece of calligraphic work open for public scrutiny; it mainly serves as a 
private documentation of one's literary efforts throughout the years. As a result the 
calligraphy shown in the manuscript is more relaxed, casual and unadorned, as 
compared to the inscriptions on painting, which has certain performing elements in it 






Zhou 沈周，Shiticm Gao 石田稿（Shanghai 上海：Shanghai Guji Chubanshe 上海古籍出版社， 
1995), 645. 
95 Whereas, the calligraphy as shown in the manuscript are less dramatic and slightly fall short of 
natural spontaneity which was however abundant in his painting inscriptions produced around the 
same time. 
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has invaluable art historical significance, as it documents the evolvement of the 
writer's calligraphic style, for the entries follow a chronical order. Even though this 
manuscript is written in an unlined notebook, almost every page features 16 columns 
and maximum 23 words in each column, as if they were written in strictly-drawn 
grids (Fig. 3.6). Unlike Zhao Mengfu's and especially his Ming court follower Shen 
Du's calligraphies which show rectangular shapes and smooth strokes with triangular 
entering strokes and sharp elongated hooks (Fig. 3.1), Shen Zhou's youthful 
calligraphy as recorded in his manuscript (Fig. 3.7) retains a strict balanced 
composition which resembles Yen Zhenqing's and his avid Song follower Su Shi's 
architectonic calligraphic style in a subdued manner (Fig. 3.8). Most of the characters 
consist of discrete brushstrokes, without ligature; the characters are mainly of squat 
shapes and have knuckled corners, but they are devoid of the angular endings. 
What is of special interest is that compared to his mature calligraphy as 
featured in the later part of the manuscript (Fig. 3.9), his earlier brushwork is tender 
and flaccid; there is little sense of substance and dynamic structure within the 
brushworks 
(Figs. 3.6 &3.7). However, his calligraphy as shown in inscriptions on paintings from 
an earlier date (Fig. 3.10) displays a more dynamic composition and conveys a sense 
of movement in space that animates the paper. 
At around 1478 when Shen Zhou was 52 years old (Fig. 3.6 &3.9), Shen's 
calligraphy as shown in his manuscript gradually started to show distinctive 
characteristics of Huang Tingjian's style (Fig. They are marked by tilted 
compositions of elongated individual characters. In many cases, the diagonals are 
stressed to create dynamic force.^^ As observed by Fu Shen in Huang Tingjian's 
96 It deserves special notice that it is around the same time when Shen Zhou abandoned his 
earlier more meticulous painting style and started to paint relatively large-scale works in fast and 
casual brushstrokes. 
97 "The sight of boatmen pulling the long oars of a ship on the Yantze awakened Huang 
T'ing-chien to a new understanding of the brushwork of the T'ang monk-calligraphers, and 
became the basis of the long, trailing diagonal strokes of his mature style." Richard Bamhard, 
"Chinese Calligraphy: the Inner World of the Brush," The Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin, 
New Series, Vol. 30, No. 5(1972): 230. 
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standard works, "the left diagonal stroke (p'ieh) is consistently written with a 
centered-tip brush movement, and is often comparatively thin in width".^^ Shen 
Zhou's characters shown in the later parts of the manuscript reveal the same tendency 
with a thinner left diagonal stroke. Also, a subtle fluctuation of thick and thin brush 
lines can be observed and there are many flicks and ligature connecting strokes. But 
in all, because of the nature of the manuscript which requires clear and legible 
handwriting in regular script, the quality of controlled strength exhibited in the 
brushwork of Shen's earlier calligraphy is still in evidence, which results in a more 
restrained version of Huang's calligraphic style. 
Shen Zhou was a prolific writer. “During Shen Zhou's lifetime, his literary 
anthologies were carved and published three times in the twentieth year in the reign 
of Chenghua, the sixteenth year of the reign of Hongzhi, and in the third year of the 
reign of Zhengde. After Shen passed away, Chen Renxi 陳仁錫 from Changzhou 長 
yjfl edited and published the Literary Anthology of Mr. Shitian in the seventh year of 
the reign of Wanli."^^ The contents of many published books were faithfully based 
on the original manuscripts following a chronological order.— Because of this, one 
would naturally assume that the calligraphic style used in the manuscript should be 
preferred in order to retain the original flavor of the author's works. But instead of 
printing Shen Zhou's book in a script that resembles the style of his favorite 
calligrapher Huang Tingjian, Shen's book published during the reign of Wanli^ ^^ 
98 Shen C.Y. Fu, "Huang T'ing-chien's Calligraphy and his Scroll for Chang Ta-t'ung; a 
Masterpiece Written in Exile" (PhD diss. , Princeton, 1976), 179. 
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“沈周在世時,其詩文即有成化二十年,弘治十六年，以及正德三年的三種刻本行世” “沈周 
去世後，長洲的陳仁錫於萬曆七年編集了〈石田先生集�......” Ruan Rongchun阮榮春 
Zhou 沈周(Jilin 吉林:Jilin Meishu Chubanshe 吉林美难出版社，1996), 175. 
• “ T h e preface to the Family Collection of Paoweng's Literary Works by Wang Ao: The Family 
Collection of Paoweng has seventy volumes in total. It was written and edited by Wu Wending 
himself. In the collection, there are thirty volumes devoted to poetry. Instead of ordering them 
by styles, the poems were arranged chronologically..." “匏翁家藏集序：王鏊匏翁家藏集七十 
卷吳文定公所著而手自編輯者也，存詩三十卷,不分體製，以年月先後爲序......” 
101 I have trouble getting hold of a copy dated the third year of the Zhengde reign, a year before 
Shen's death. Wu Kuan 吳寬，The Family Collection of Paoweng 's Literary Works 匏翁家藏集 
(Taibei 匕：丁aibei Shangwu Yinshuguan 臺匕商矛务日口書If, 1967) (It was reprint of a 
facsimile copy reduced in size published by Shanghai Shangwu Yinshuguan in 1936, which was 
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employed a mainstream printing script that emulates Zhao Mengfu's calligraphic 
style (Fig. 3.12). It is said that “the printing script should be popular and legible, a 
norm since Song d y n a s t y ”⑴之 Starting from the Yuan dynasty, Zhao's sensual style 
had gradually replaced Yan Zhenqing's stout style as the most popular calligraphic 
style used in the printing industry, which was largely due to the imperial preference 
and sponsorship of Zhao's style. "The script used in the classic texts issued by the 
government, literary anthologies printed by private printing enterprises all imitated 
Zhao Wuxing's hand. Such trend continued into the early Ming, especially in the 
central Wu area. The Four Talents of the Central Wu, namely 'Gao, Yang, Zhang, 
Xu，，all printed their collected writings in script that resembles Zhao's style, which 
could be used as evidence to estimate the popularity of Zhao's calligraphic style." ^ ^^  
Because books are for public consumption, even though Huang's style might 
be more visually appealing when compared to Shen Zhou's, it still lacks the legibility 
and public popularity that Zhao's style enjoyed during the middle Ming period. As a 
result, in the case of Shen Zhou, we do not see a carryover from one's favorite 
calligraphic style to the particular script to be used in the printing of one's anthology. 
3.4 Wu Kuan's Calligraphy, Handwritten Book and His Published 
Anthology 
During the Northern Song dynasty (960 — 1126), printing became widespread 
based on a Zhengde edition.據1936上海商務印書館縮印明正德刊本影印.） 
'''“刻書字貴通俗，在宋已然”劉毓慶，"Mingdai Shiwen Fugu Dongyin zhi Hongguan 
Kaocha 明代詩文復古動因之宏觀考察”,in Shoiijie Mingdai Wenxue Guoji Yantaohui Limwenji 
首屆明代文學國際研討會論文集,ed.HeYongkang何永康and Chen Shulu陳書錄（Nanjing 





Tang Jinteng 唐錦騰，“ Mingchu Wumen Shufa Yishu Chutan 明初吳門書法藝術初探”，in 
Shuhai Giianlan: Zhongguo Shufa Guoji Xiieshu Huiyi Limwenji 書海觀満：中國書法國際學術 
會議論文集,ed. Mok Kar-leung 莫家良編(HongKong: Chinese University of Hong Kong Fine 
Art Department: Art Museum of Chinese University of Hong Kong 香港中文大學藝術系：香 
港中文大學文物館,1998), 141. 
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and replaced manuscript copying as the dominant mode of transmission of 
knowledge information, but printing culture never completely eclipsed the tradition 
of hand- copying books.丄。々  it is noted that "in the Song dynasty, people who could 
write good small regular script are numerous, that's because people at the time read 
and collected books by handcopying them. Many Song book collectors had copied 
books themselves, resulting in the large percentage of their collections being 
handwritten c o p i e s . S u Shi, the literatus of literati and Wu Kuan's idol, was a 
proponent and practitioner of handcopying the Classics as a means to improve his 
calligraphy and probably also as an effective way acquiring knowledge. It is noted 
that "when he was young, the master Su [Shi] always hand-copied the Classics. After 
completing one book, his calligraphic style would undergo a makeover. Innovation in 
calligraphy all derives from regular script/^^ 
This handcopied version of The Classic of Mountain and Sea 山海乡至(Fig. 
3.13) was written by Wu Kuan in 1465 when he was thirty-one years old. Each page 
features nine columns and twenty-two characters per column. It finishes with a 
self-colophon stating the date of execution: 
“This book was handcopied by me, starting from the yiyou year of the 
Chenghua reign and completed on the sixth day of the first month the 
following year” 107 
104 "People continued to copy books on a large scale throughout imperial China." 
Frederick W. Mote and Hung-lam Chu, Calligraphy and the East Asian Book(QosXon-. Shambhala; 
New York: Distributed by Random House, 1989, cl988), 77. 
"It is estimated that more than half of the fifty-six thousand, seven hundred and eight-seven titles 
recorded in the Catalogue of Fine Editions of Chinese Classics ( Zhongguo Shanben guji shumu) 
are handwritten manuscripts." Xiaofei Tian, Tao Yuanming & Manuscript Culture: the Record of 
a Dusty Table (University of Washington Press, c2005), 17. 
而宋代能小措者頗多，蓋因宋人以抄書爲讀書，藏書之重要手段......宋代藏書家多親自 
繕錄，故藏書以抄本居多” 
Ouyang Zhongshi,etc.歐陽中石等，Calligraphy and Chinese Culture 書法與中國文化（Beijing 
北京:Renmin Chubanshe 人民出版社,2000)，397. 
“蘇公少時，手抄經史介一通,每一書成，輒變一體,率之學成而已.乃知筆下變化，皆自 
端楷中來爾 ” Pan Yongyin 潘永因，Songbei Leichao 宋稗類鈔(Taipei 臺北:Guangwen Shuju 廣 
文書局，1967), vol. 8. 
1G7 “是書予手錄，始於成化乙酉，畢於明年正月六日” Zhao Qian趙前，Mmg Edition明本 
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The neatly and carefully executed individual characters are generally 
consistent in size. The spatial structure is relatively broad and roomy with a certain 
relaxed horizontal feeling, which certainly bears resemblance to Su Shi. However, 
Wu Kuan's characters are slightly tilted and show more bony structure and less flesh, 
which reminds one of not only Su Shi's but also Huang Tingjian's calligraphic styles 
108 
probably through the influence of his friend's Shen Zhou In Su Shi's 
transcription of his own poem Chibi Fu 赤壁賦(Fig. 3.14), each character shows 
roundness and vigor and is uniformly dark, which confirms Huang Tingjian's 
comment of Su's writing. In a letter datable to 1089, Huang said: "the calligraphy of 
the Han-lin academician Su Tzu-chan [Shi] is refined and elegant. Even though his 
use of ink is too rich, there is an abundance of rhythmic subtlety. Up to the present he 
is the best [calligrapher] under heaven."^^^ Despite the fact that Wu Kuan had 
consciously handcopied books in Su Shi's calligraphic style, he still chose to print his 
own books in the standard craft's script, conforming to the printing norm. However, 
the craft script utilized in Wu's printed anthology shows a pronounced horizontal 
structure, a distinctive feature of Su Shi's style (Fig. 3.15). 
In general, like their Song predecessors, Shen Zhou and Wu Kuan's mature 
calligraphy refrained from strict symmetry, stressed on imbalance, strength, and 
individuality over elegant grace and free-flowing rhythmical movement. As argued 
by Fu Shen, 
“No matter how individually outstanding a calligrapher,s personal style may 
be, it is still the product of his age, and it should be possible to find an 
(Nanjing 南京：Jiangsu Guji Chubanshe 江蘇古籍出版社,2003), 99. 
108 
"In the seventh year of the Tianshun reign (1463), [when Shen Zhou was] thirty-seven years 
old and Wu Kuan twenty-nine years old, Wu Kuan came to visit Qinan and stayed at Shen's 
residence—Youzhu Ju” “天順七年1463,三十七歲，吳寬二十九歲，吳寬來相城訪啓南，宿 
有竹居 ” Chen Zhenghong 陳正宏，the Chronology of Shen Z；?^?"沈周年譜（Shanghai 上海： 
Fudan University Press 復旦大學出版社，1993), 71. 
This is the first documented meeting between Shen Zhou and Wu Kuan, but they should have had 
already known each other before 1463, given the level of intimacy between them, as Wu Kuan 
was invited to stay overnight at Shen Zhou's residence. 
• S h e n C.Y. Fu, "Huang T'ing-chien's Calligraphy and his Scroll for Chang Ta-t'ung: a 
Masterpiece Written in Exile" (PhD diss., Princeton, 1976), 191. 
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explanation of his personal style through a general understanding of the period. 
Regardless of whether the style appears to be contradictory or consistent with 
the dominant trends of the period, some direct relation can be found. 
The reasons for this change in the aesthetics in calligraphy might be 
multifaceted and are deeply imbedded in the social and historical contexts during the 
middle Ming. Many parallels exist between the calligraphic trend and fashion in 
literature. Shen Zhou and Wu Kuan's admiration for the Northern Song masters was 
undoubtedly influenced by the revival of interest in the Song poetry and literature 
during the time. We could find evidence in a postscript to Chen Qidong's 陳起東 
poetry manuscript composed by Wu Kuan: "In recent times, people who study poetry 
do not care to imitate Tang poems, for they despise Tang poems for its limited metres 
and weak character. As a result, people who claim to follow Su and Huang's styles 
are numerous, however they are not capable enough to be regarded as the disciples of 
the two masters, merely serving to amuse Yangqiu/'m In addition, many poems 
written by Shen and Zhou were composed to match the rhymes of the Song masters 
such as Su Shi and both of them had studied the writings or poetry from the Song 
masters. "Wen Zhengming 文徵明 recalls Shen Zhou's experience with poetry: 
'[Shen Zhou] first studied Tang poems, elegant and straightforward. Then he 
modeled after Meishan in composing long verses and later Fangweng. [Shen Zhou's 
"I 1 0 
compositions] are very much in line with the style of the two masters'." The 
editors of the Siku Quanshu 四庫全書 had spoken highly of Wu Kuan's literary 
talents. They commented that "[Wu] Kuan had a solid foundation in [literature], and 
was the master hand at the Hanlin Academy. Throughout his life, he had studied and 
followed Su [Shi] in all his literary undertakings, and his calligraphy closely 
Ibid. ,187. 
⑴“題陳起東詩稿後：近時學詩者，以唐人格單氣弱不屑模仿，輒以蘇黃自負者比比卒之,不 
能成徒，爲陽秋家一笑之資而已……” Wu Kuan吳寬，The Family Collection of Paowengs 
Literary Works 匏翁家藏集（Taipei 臺北:Taipei Shangwu Yinshuguan 臺北商務印書館，1967), 
vol. 50. 
ii2“文徵明敘沈周作詩經歷是：‘初學唐人,雅意白傅.即而師眉山爲長句,已又爲放翁近體, 
所擬莫不合作’” Liao Kebin廖可斌,Fugupcti yu Mingdai Wenxue Sichao復古派與明代文學思 
潮（Taipei Wenjing Chubanshe 文津出版社，1994), 130. 
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resembled that of Dongpo..."^^^ 
Moreover, both Shen Zhou and Wu Kuan had amassed a huge collection of 
calligraphy written by Song literati. It is recorded that "the Shen family has the 
richest collection of calligraphy done by Song literati, which is said to approximate a 
hundred p i e c e s ” W u Kuan had revealed in his inscription that Shen Zhou once 
owned many calligraphic works written by the Four Masters of the Song dynasty, 
particularly that of Huang Tingjian.^^^ 
m“寬學有跟柢,爲當時館閣巨手.平生學宗蘇氏，字法亦酷肖東坡...(Jiacang ji Tiyao," in Siku 
QuanshuZongmu, vol. 171四庫全書總目•卷一百七"I家藏集提要,文淵閣四庫全書本)” 
Di Xiaoping 氏嶋平，"Jianlun Mingzongye Wuzhong Wenren Jituan de Xingcheng 簡論明中葉 
吳中文人集團的形成,’’ Beijing Keji Daxue Xuebao Shehui Kexueban北京科技大學學報社會 




Tang Jinteng 唐錦騰，‘‘ Mingchu Wumen Shufa Yishu Chutan 明初吳門書法藝術初探”，in 
Shiihai Giianlan: Zhonggiio Shufa Guoji Xiieshu Huiyi Lunwenji 書海觀、瀾：中國書法國際學f® 
會議論文集，ed. Mok Kar-leung 莫家良編(HongKong; Chinese University of Hong Kong Fine 
Art Department: Art Museum of Chinese University of Hong Kong 香港中文大學藝f®系：香 
港中文大學文物館，1998), 148-9. 
115 "Inscription on the calligraphic works of the Four Song Masters: Zhu Wengong (Zhu Xi) 
commented that the best calligrapher during the time is Junmo ( Cai Xiang), for his brushworks 
exemplify the standard and rules, whereas Huang and Mi's calligraphies exploit the vitality of the 
strange-looking and slanted brushstrokes. For that reason, the popular ranking of Su, Huang, 
Mi, Cai should not be taken as fact. The arrangement of these four calligraphers' works in Shen 
Qinan's collection affirms Wengong's opinion on the proper ranking as Cai, Su, Huang, Mi." “題 
宋四家書：朱文公論當時名書獨推君謨書有典刑，而謂黃米出有欹頃狂怪之勢，故世俗曱 
乙曰蘇黃米蔡者非公論也.沈啓南得此四家書列之深合文公之意,遂定曰蔡蘇黃米” 
Wu Kuan 吳寬，The Family Collection ofPaoweng's Literary Works 匏翁家藏集(Taipei 臺北： 
Taibei Shangwu Yinshuguan 臺北商務印書館，1967), vol. 49. 
"Inscription on Shangu's Fayuan essay: Among many Huang's calligraphic works in Qinan's 
collection that I have viewed, this scroll is the best." “跋山谷發願文：啓南所藏黃書數種予嘗獲 
偏覽當以此卷爲最.’’ Ibid. 
"Shangu remarks that when writing calligraphy, being awkward is more important than being 
skilful. In recent times, young men write like newly-wed young woman applying makeup, 
over-embellished and lacking the demeanour of a decent lady. When viewing these two poems by 
Dufu transcribed by Shangu, we know it is truly a decent lady. Ouyang Xun once commented 
that Su Zimei's calligraphic ability was not as competent as his critical writing. This work has 





Neither Shen nor Wu wrote specific theoretical treatise on calligraphy, but they 
left many inscriptions on the calligraphic works by the Song masters in their own or 
their friends' collections, which could attest their interests in calligraphic styles of the 
Song masters. In his self-inscription on the copy of Dongpu's Chusong tie 楚頌帖， 
Wu Kuan commented that “it is regrettable that I did not master the use of ink, so the 
essence and beauty of Poweng's calligraphy was not captured. Now I copied it again 
and returned the original .... I finally manage to retain its a p p e a r a n c e . . S u c h an 
interest in and collecting Su Shi's calligraphy are congenial among Wu's friends. 
In an inscription to the rubbings of Dongpo's three calligraphic works, Wu 
Kuan remarks that "the rubbings of the three calligraphic works and their attached 
inscriptions were skillfully executed, remaining very faithful to the originals and 
without even slightly deviating from the originals. He (Mr. Xu, the Left Attendant 
Gentleman of the Ministry of Personnel) should be praised as being both diligent and 
capable. I am very thrilled that these three works of Pogong could be known to the 
world …” 117 
Furthermore, Shen Zhou and Wu Kuan's call to return to the Northern Song 
might have been a reaction against the court-sanctioned uniform calligraphic style, to 
combat the increasing rigidity present in the guange-siy\Q calligraphy promoted in 
the court. It is their attempt to address the need for individualized calligraphic styles, 
an alternative to the court-sponsored style to be used in their lives away from politics. 
Because of their political power, local esteem, and wide circulation of their paintings 
and calligraphic works with their inscriptions in the style of Song masters, Shen 
Zhou and Wu Kuan, initiated a comeback of the individualistic Northern Song 
calligraphic styles represented by Su Shi and Huang Tingjian, which served as an 
alternative to the dominant classical tradition of Wang Xizhi through Zhao Mengfu. 






公書得傳於世…(吏部左侍郎徐公)”Ibid., vol. 52. 
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a wider scale and encouraged a high degree of individuality among its practitioner. 
Some of the second-generation calligraphers such as Wen Zhengming 文徵明 and 
Zhu Yunming 祝允明 from the Wu area paid close attention to and studied Huang 
Tingjian and Su Shi and were even able to subtly transform their styles. 118 
3.5 The Rise of the so-called Song-style Printing Script 宋體字 and 
Xieke Editions 寫刻 in the Late Ming 
As a craft that relies on and derives its inspiration from calligraphy, the 
changing trend in the printing typeface always lags behind that of calligraphy. It is 
only in the late Ming after the Jiajing reign when the Song-style printing script was 
widely deployed and the popularity of xieke editions was on the rise, the calligraphic 
styles of the Northern Song masters started to tipple down to the printing field, which 
found its way into many xieke editions^ 
3.6 Liu Rushi's (1618 -1664) Wuyin cfl^?戊寅草 and the Standard 
Song-style Printing Script 
The standard Song printing script gained popularity during the Wanli reign and 
• 120 was widely employed by both government and nonofficial printing houses. 
118“ . . 
"During his adolescent years, Jingzhao (Zhu Yunming) modeled his regular script after Yuan 
Chang, two Wangs, Yongshi, Mijian, Shuaigeng, Henan, and Wu Xing. His running script 
followed the styles of Daling, Yongshi, Henan, the wild Su, the enchanted Xu, Beihai, Meishan, 
Yuzhang, and Xiangyang. [Zhu] could craft impeccable copies of all styles. But in his late years, 
he was able to transcend (go beyond mere imitation) and transform his style, leaving no clue of 
the origin of his personal style. His mature style is natural and untrammelled in both bone 
structure and spirit, which could be said as equal to Wuxing, while other calligraphers could be 
neglected." “京兆少年楷法自元常,二王,永師,密監,率更,河南,吳興,行草則大令,永師，河南, 
狂素，顛旭,北海，眉山，豫章，襄陽，靡不臨寫工絕.晚節變化出入,不可端倪，風骨爛漫，天 
真蹤逸,直足上配吳興，它所不論也” Wang Shizhen王世貞，“Yiyuyan Zhiyan藝苑危言,” in 
Lidai Biji Shulun Huibim, ed. Hua Rende歷代筆記數論彙編，華人德主編（Nanjing南京： 
Jiangsu Jiaoyu Chubanshe 江蘇教育出版社，1996) , 187. 
119 One example in case is the Literary Anthology of Tao Yuanming reprinted by Maojin's Jigu 
Ge in Su Shi's handwriting as mentioned in Chapter one. 
120 “ 
"In place of characters that previously could be identified as "Yen style" or "Ou-yang style" or 
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Among such publication in the Song-style printed script is Liu Rushi's first poetry 
121 
collection, the Wuyin Cao (1633 - 1638) , which was published and perhaps even 
financed under the auspices of Liu's former lover Chen Zilong 陳子育^丄^ ^ Liu Rushi 
was a courtesan of considerable renown in the Late Ming, who befriended many 
leading scholars and was a frequent guest to many literati's gatherings. The neat and 
impersonal typeface contributes to the readability of the text and helps dissimulate 
the author's gender, facilitating an unbiased representation of Liu's works (Fig. 3.16). 
Many acclaimed male poets such as Chen Zilong himself (Fig. 3.17) had published 
their own poetry anthologies deploying the same printing typeface. The publication 
of this poetry collection can be not only be interpreted as a token of love between the 
two former lovers, but also as Chen's acknowledgement of Liu's literary talents. 
Hence, it can holistically be seen as a calculated, yet subtle attempt to enhance Liu's 
reputation within the literati circle, for "the ability to build connections and to 
penetrate male gentry networks was the mark of success in the trade." 
"Chao style," mid-Ming printers began using homogenized styles loosely designated "Sung 
dynasty characters" {Sung-t，i tzu). With repeated application to wooden blocks by ordinary 
craftsmen, such nondescript calligraphy came to be called "craftsmen script" (chiang-t'i).'' 
Frederick W. Mote and Hung-lam Chu, Calligraphy and the East Asian Book (Boston: 
Shambhala; New York: Distributed by Random House, 1989, cl988), 168. 
“宋體字流行是在明萬曆年間，官方和民間印書廣泛使用宋體字” 
Xiong Xiaoming 熊小明，Zhongguo Guji Banben Tushi 中國古籍版刻圖志（Wuhan 武漢： 
Hubei Renmin Chubanshe 湖北人民出版社，2007) ,98. 
“Liu Rushi (1618 -64), one of the most accomplished courtesans in late Ming Jiangnan. 
Reared as a concubine and later sold to a brothel, Liu quickly rose through the ranks of the 
entertainment quarters. At the zenith of her courtesan career, she participated in the thriving 
literary and political associations in Jiangnan, mingling with the most acclaimed poets and 
politician s of the day. When Liu was 22, she courted and won the hand of a scholar-official 36 
years her senior, Qian Qianyi (1582 -1664)." Dorothy Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chamber: 
Women and Culture in Seventeenth-century China (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 
1994), 274. 
122 "Chen Zilong is the editor of the important anthology of practical statecraft, Collection of 
Essays on Statecraft from the Ming dynasty {Huangming jingshi wenbian), and later a Ming 
loyalist." ibid 276. 
123 Ibid. ,179. 
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3.7 Liu Rushi's Letters 尺牘（1639-40)，"Carved as Written" Preface 
and Mid- and Late Ming's Frenzy for Su Shi's Style 
Underlying the newfound popularity of Song-style script in the medium of 
woodblock-print was the deployment of xieke as a means to counteract the 
monotonously uniform appearance of the main text and commemorate personal 
relationship. To accomplish the end, many printers “introduced facsimile printing of 
attractive calligraphy in the frontmatter {chuan shoti) of a book."^^"^ Liu Rushi's 
Letters published by the art collector Wang Ranming 汪然明 i25 features a 
handwritten preface by Lin Tiansu 林天素(f l . 1620 - a famed courtesan and 
painter of equal talents from Fuzhou, whereas the main text was printed entirely in 
standard printing script (Figs. 3.18 & 3.19). Lin's well-fleshed characters exhibit a 
lively spirit. Perhaps even more significant is her stress on the square and round 
shapes in the character structure and the slightly tilted character alignment that are 
reminiscent of the essential features of Su Shi's calligraphic style. Here it should be 
noted that Lin's appropriation of Su's style far from being an isolated case is actually 
part of a broader rejection of the overly refined and confining Chancellery style by 
the mid-Ming literati of the Wu region such as Shen Zhou and Wu Kuan. Underlining 
this rejection is an interest in the Northern Song individualist calligraphers such as 
124 , 
Frederick W. Mote and Hung-lam Chu, Calligraphy and the East Asian Book (Boston: 
Shambhala; New York: Distributed by Random House, 1989, cl988.), 169. 
125 Wang Ranming's role in publication of Liu Rushi's writings and their personal relationships 
will be discussed below. 
i26Lin Xue (courtesy name Tiansu), a native of Fujian, "resided in Nanjing and at the West Lake. 
During her sojourning at the West Lake, she befriended Yang (Wang) Yunyou and both of them 
were guests at Wang Ranming's Thatched Cottage of Spring Star. Li Guangyang of the Ming 
dynasty in his West Lake Romance 西湖逸史 mentioned that Linxue is a courtesan from Min area 
who excelled in painting. Her paintings after ancient masters can pass as the originals. Dong 




畫手令輸妙與真。鑄得干將呈劍客，夢通巫峽待詞人” Zhu Jinming朱金明，"Famed 
Ming-dynasty Courtesan Linxue from Putian 明代莆田名妓林雪Put ian Qiaoxiang Shihao 莆 
田僑鄉時報,July 18,2007. 
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Huang Tingjian and Su Shi and a revivalist return to what they perceived to be the 
more natural and expressive calligraphic styles of the Song dynasty. 
Among those who practiced the Su style since the mid- Ming dynasty were Lin 
Tiansu's contemporaries, including Loujian 婁堅（1567-1631) Ni Yuanlu 悦元 
璐（1593-1644)128, Huang Hui 黃輝（1559-) ^^ ^ and Wang Heng 王衡（1561 -
1609)bg. Chen Jim 陳繼儒（1558 -1639), a close friend of Dong Qichang and Wang 
Ranming, was especially fond of Su Dongpo's style. "He collected every fragment of 
Su's calligraphic works he could amass and personally inscribed the works onto 
stone to be engraved into his Model Calligraphies in the Hall of Evening Fragrance, 
an important source for Su's l e t t e r s . F r o m such evidence, we can conclude that 
Lin Tiansu's conscious adoption of Su's style was influenced by the male literati 
whom she had associated with, and a similar conclusion can be drawn for Liu 
Rushi's idiosyncratic calligraphy. 
3.8 Liu Rushi's Hushang cao 湖上草（1639) and Mid-Ming's Revival 
of Zhong Yao's 鍾縣 Style 
Unlike Liu's other published works printed in standard Song-style script, 
Hushang cao 湖上草is^was carved as a facsimile copy of her hand-written 
i27“Lou Jian 婁堅(1567-1631 ) studies Su Dongpo's calligraphic style and he is also good at 
cursive scnpt” “婁堅（1567-1631 ) ,字子柔.從學蘇東坡’亦善草書” 
Huang Dull 黃惇,Zhongguo Shufashi- Yuan and Ming Dynasties 中囯書法史.元明卷(Nanjing 
南京市：Jiangsu Jiaoyu Chubanshe 江蘇敎育出版社,2001), 393. 
128 "Huang Daozhou: 'my contemporary Ni Hongbao's brush method is profound, able to 
synthesize the strength of both Zizhan and Yishao’”怳元聰(1593-1644),字玉汝,號鴻寶.‘‘黃 
道周：‘同年中怳鴻寶筆法深古’遂能兼撮子瞻，逸少之長’” 
Huang Daozhou 黃道周，“Shu Qmhuayujuanzhu Kaifahou 書秦華玉鐫諸偕法後,，，Ibid., 65. 
1
29
 “黃輝（1559- ？)字平倩，一字昭素。長於楷書’偕法鍾繇，他的行草主要是學宋人。 
董其昌曾有《践黃太史書》云：‘昭素與余同館時，好寫蘇玉局體，可以《黃州寒食》真跡 
爲最。此卷正其意中是賞會者。我朝蘇書，惟吳文定公（吳寬）與昭素近之’ ” ibid., 387. 
130 ‘‘Wang Heng's calligraphy is after YanZhenqing and SuDongpo.，，“王衡（1561 - 1609),字 
辰玉.王錫爵之子.其書從顏真卿,蘇東坡出” ibid., 307. 
B1 “陳繼儒(1558 -1639),他於書法主攻蘇,米,尤喜蘇東坡,於蘇書雖斷簡殘碑,必極搜集,並手 
摹勒石,刻爲<晚香堂帖>28卷,是歷史上蘇帖的重要資料” ibid., 332. 
Ibid. , 4. 
^ 
manuscript published by Wang Ranming. The ligature between strokes as in radical 
water conveys the charm of a handwritten manuscript (Fig. 3.20). The elongated pie 
stroke as seen in character meng 夢 and the right flaring ending of a vertical 
displayed in the character di JR bespeak influence from Zhong Yao (151 -230)/^^ 
the patriarch of kaishti 才皆書，whose small regular script retains many clerical 
elements comparable to that of Wang Xizhi (Fig. 3.21). 
The sudden resurgence in the popularity of Zhong Yao in the mid-Ming 
dynasty is accounted for by the resurfacing of the Zhong's Proclamation 
Recommending Ji Zhi 薦季直表 in the Wu region after being hidden in the 
inner-court and several private collections during the Tang to Yuan dynasties. i34 The 
first volume of the three-volume Model Letter of the Studio of True Connoisseur ship 
真賞齋帖 by Hua Xia 華夏(courtesy name Zhong Fu 中甫,alias Dongshazi 東沙子） 
completed in the first year of Jiajing reign (1522) was solely devoted to Zhong Yao's 
Proclamation on Recommending Ji Zhi. The famed calligraphers Li Yinzhen 李應楨， 
Wu Kuan 吳寬，Wen Zhengming 文徵明 and Wen Peng 文彭 have inscribed the 
model calligraphy. 135 Zhang Boying 張伯英(1871 — 1949) , a late Qing erudite in 
model calligraphies points out that Wen Zhengming and his son had outlined and 
traced the original works onto stone, which were then engraved by Wen Zhengming's 
disciple Zhang Jianpu/^^ The model calligraphy in the form of rubbings helps to 
disseminate and revive interest in Zhong Yao's calligraphic style, which was deemed 
133 Zhong Yao (151-230) served the state of Wei (220-265) as a government official. 
"Zhong Yao's Proclamation Recommending Ji Zhi had been in the court collection during the 
Tang and Song dynasties and fell into the hands of Jia Sidao 賈似道 and later was owned by a 
Buddhist monk during the Southern Song. In the Yuan dynasty, it was in the possession of Lu 
Xingzhi 陸行直 .It was included in Hua Xia 華夏,s Model Calligraphies in the Studio of True 
Connoisseurship 真賞齋巾占.It went into the Qing court through Wang Shizhen and was included 
in the Model Calligraphies in the Hall of the Three Rarities." ChenLonghai 陳育•海，Mingtie 
Jiedu 名帖解讀(Changsha 長沙市：Yuelu Shushe 嶽麓書社,2005 ), 30. 
135“真賞齋帖共3卷，刻成於嘉靖元年（1522).上卷爲《鍾縣薦季直表》.著名書家李應楨， 
吳寬’文徵明，文彭等人題践 ” Huang Dun 黃厚,Zhongguo Shufashi- Yuan andMing Dynasties 
囯書法史.元明卷（Nanjing南京市：Jiangsu Jiaoyu Chubanshe江蘇敎育出版社，2001), en 
456. 
136 c 張伯英指出：“鉤摹者文徵明父子，刻石者文氏客章簡莆” Ibid. 
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as an archaic alternative to the more refined and orthodox style exemplified by Wang 
Xizhi's writing. Among the famed mid-Ming followers of Zhong Yao are Wen 
Zhengming whose calligraphy in bafen (a variant clerical script) models after 
Zhongi38, zhu Yunming 祝允明 whose calligraphy in small regular script derives 
from Zhongi39, Wang Chong 王 寵 W e n Peng 文彭"i, and Lu Shidao 陸師道i42. 
Towards the end of the Ming dynasty, there were also many literati within Liu 
Rushi's social circle who studied Zhong's style. Many Wen family members were 
avid followers of Zhong's style in small regular and clerical scripts. As argued by 
Kang-I Sun Chang, Liu Rushi frequented Wen Zhengheng's 文 震 亨 
137Xie Zhaozhe 謝肇淑（1567-1624) in his Five Miscellanies 五雜组 hints that when 
Wang[ Xizhie] copied Chung[Yu], he “ lost the simple honesty and unaffected substance, but 
captured the refinement and elegance." Sewall Jerome Oertling, Painting and calligraphy in the 
Wu-tsa-tsu: Conservative Aesthetics in Seventeenth-century China (Ann Arbor: Center for 




Huang Dun 黃惇,Zhongguo Shufashi- Yuan and Ming Dynasties 中囯書法史.元明卷(Nanjing 
南京市：Jiangsu Jiaoyu Chubanshe 江蘇敎育出版社,2001), 274. 
i39“Chu wrote in two types [of regular script]: one after Wang His-chih with T'ang dynasty 
elements, and the second after Chung Yu (151 -230). When working in the latter style, the strokes 
are plump, short, and flexed, with a broad structure. The brushwork Chu developed in this script 
became the basis for some of his brushwork in draft-cursive and in cursive. 
Shen C.Y. Fu, Traces of the Brush: Studies in Chinese Calligraphy (New Haven, Conn.: Yale 
University Art Gallery, cl977), 210. 
i4o“Wang Chong's small regular script derives from Zhong Taifu, two Wangs, Zhiyong, and Yu 
Shinan of the early Tang, etc." “王寵小楷,得力於鍾太傅,二王,智永，初唐虞世南等諸家” 
Huang Dun 黃惇,Zhongguo Shufashi- Yuan and Ming Dynasties 中囯書法史.元明卷(Nanjing 
南京市：Jiangsu Jiaoyu Chubanshe 江蘇敎育出版社，2001), 285. 
i4i“[Wen Peng (1497 - 1573)] taught himself Zhong and Wang, later model after Huisu. In his 
late years, devote himself to Sun Quoting. He is especially good at seal and clerical scripts." “自 
學鍾 ,王 ,後效懷素，晚年全學孫過庭 ,而尤精篆隸” Xu Gu許穀,“Mmg Liangjing 
Guzigoshizhishi Zeng Wenlinlangwengong Muzhiming明兩京國子博士致仕貝曾文林郎文公墓 
言志銘,，，in Congshu Jicheng Xubian Shibu 叢書集成糸賣編史咅KTaibei 臺匕：Xinwenfeiig Chuban 
Gongsi 新文豐出版公司,,1991), vol. 28-867. 
i42“Lu Shidao excels in small regular script, seal and clerical." “陸師道(1517-1580),字子傳,號 
元州.書法工小楷,篆，隸.” Huang Dun 黃惇,Zhcmgguo Shufashi- Yuan and Ming Dynasties 中 
囯書法史.元明卷（Nanjing南京市：Jiangsu Jiaoyu Chubanshe江蘇敎育出版社,2001), 294 
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(1585-1645)mansioni43’ the great-grandson of Wen Zhengming. In his Self-preface to 
the Studio of Painting Chan 畫禪室自論 Dong Qichang, a frequent guest at Wang 
Ranming's boating parties , has revealed his vigorous study of Zhong's style in his 
late years:" 
I started to model after Yan Pingyuan 顏平原’s Prabhutaratna Pagoda 多寳塔， 
then after Yu Yongxing 虞永興，but [ I started to realize that] Tang calligraphy 
is no match to that of Jin and Wei dynasties. I therefore began to emulate 
Yellow Court Sutra 黃庭經 and Zhong Yao 鍾繇，s Xuanshi Biao 宣示表， 
Liming Biao 立命表,Huamhi Letter 還示貝占，and Bingshe Letter 丙舍中占，[for: 
a total of three years ” "4 
Furthermore, Huang Daozhou 黃道周(1585-1646), the mentor of Liu's past 
lover Chen Zilong and a Ming loyalist in the late Ming, was a renowned Zhong-style 
practitioner^"^" and his Epigraph of Zhang Pu (Fig. 3.22) reveals a close resemblance 
to that of Liu Rushi's calligraphy in its mixed use of Zhong's plump strokes and 
angular turns drawn from both clerical script and the more orthodox two Wangs' 
tradition. As a modern commentator observed "though the broad and squat structure 
of the characters draws from Zhong Yao, Huang's writing slightly differs from that of 
Zhong's in its lack of roundness. Apparently, [Huang also] incorporates elements 
from Wang Xizhi's style, especially in his frequent use of sharp turns, which imparts 
a sense of strength and shows femininity amid grandeur.” 
143 
Kang-I Sun Chang, The Late-Ming Poet Ch，en Tzu-hmg: Crisis of Love and Loyalism (New 
Haven [Conn.] ； London : Yale University Press, cl991), 14. 
】M“董其昌在其《畫禪室自論》：“吾書在七十歲時初師顏平原《多寶塔》，又改學虞永興， 
以爲唐書不如晉魏’遂仿《黃庭經》及鍾縣《宣示表》，《立命表》，《還示帖》’《丙舍帖》’ 
凡三年.” Zhang Jinfeng 張金鳳，“On Zhong Yao and His Calligraphy 談鐘竊及其書法,，， 
Zhongzhou Today and Yesterday 中少l�14^古(06) 2002: 64. 
� " W a n g Wenzhi comments that his regular script is full of strength, closely resembling Zhong 
and Wang" “王文治說他的“楷法遒勁，直逼鍾,王.” Huang Dun黃惇，Zhonggiio Shufashi-





之勢，於凝重中躍出姿媚” Ibid., 361. 
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As evidenced by Liu's handwriting in her paintings and her poetry anthology, 
like Huang Daozhou, Liu Rushi found a personal calligraphic style, which strikes a 
balance between the wild cursive style pioneered by Xu Wei 徐渭 and Wang Duo 王 
鐸(Fig. 3.23) and the more orthodox Chancellery style 台閣體 popular at the court 
and appropriated by her husband Qian Qianyi 錢謙益 as a personal style. 
Unlike individualist calligraphers such as Xu Wei and Wang Duo who 
developed idiosyncratic styles in the late Ming, Qian Qianyi's hand as seen in the 
colophon he inscribed on one of Liu Rushi's paintings (Fig. 3.24) betrays his strict 
adherence to the orthodox tradition, which has also reflected in his choice of a more 
conservative typeface in the publication of his literary collections. Muzhai Chuxue Ji 
牧齋初學集 was first published in the guiwei year of the Chongzhen reign. Both the 
major preface and the main text of Qian Qianyi's literary anthology employed 
Chancellery style, which recalls Shen Zhou's book published posthumously. The 
well-balanced characters consisting of discrete brushstrokes were carefully executed. 
Individual characters are uniform in size and well-formed, asserting a sense of 
orthodoxy and solemnity in tune with the calligraphic style popular at the court in a 
manner befitting his past status as an eminent court official (Fig.3.25). 
3.9 Wang Ranming 汪然明 and Liu Rushi's Publication 
Russian poets Velmir Khlebnikov and Alexei Kruchenyk once remarked that 
“ A word written in one particular handwriting or set in a particular typeface is totally 
distinct from the same word in different lettering."丨々？ 
Both Liu Rushi's Hushang cao and Correspondence were published and 
financed by Wang Ranming,"^ an influential merchant from Huizhou who resided in 
i47Robert E. Harrist Jr. and Wen C. Fong,T/2g Embodied Image: Chinese Calligraphy from the 
John B. Elliott Collection (Princeton, N.J.: Art Museum, Princeton University in association with 
Harry N. Abrams, New York, cl999.), 13. 
148 "Eulogy of Damask and a Sequence to the Eulogy of Damask (Collected and Presented by the 
Provincial Governor of Anhui) 
Written by Ming Wang Ruqian( 15 77-1655) (courtesy name Ranming, a native of She county. 
According to the Annals of Jiangnan, he relocated to Wulin and invited all the famed individuals 
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Hangzhou and owned two pleasure boats—Garden without Mooring 不繋園 and 
Monastery of Wandering Pleasure 隨喜庵 .The two "floating gardens" were named 
by Chen Jim and Dong Qichang respectively. Among the famed participants of 
Wang's boating parties include Chen Jim, Qian Qianyi, Dong Qichang, Buddhist 
monk Shi Rujue and courtesan Wang Xiuwei, e t c ， 
As the recipient of Liu Rushi's thirty-one correspondences Wang was 
purposefully subtle in his aesthetic choices when deciding proper typefaces for Liu's 
correspondence and poetry collections. By foregrounding Lin Tiansu's more personal, 
rhythmic calligraphy, which contrasts the architectonic block characters printed in 
the standard Song script, a typeface that befits a text for public circulation, Wang 
proudly made public the personal relationship between the two famed courtesan Liu 
Rushi, Lin Tiansu^"^ and himself as evidenced by the publication.^^^ Furthermore, 
to attend his poetry & wine-tasting gatherings. As a result, most of the poems included in the 
anthology are related to beauty judging and selecting singing girls. The preface of the first 
anthology was written by Chen Jim, and the selection of the poems included in the sequence was 
also finalized by Chen. [The vulgarity of the matter] was subdued through the process. [The two 





Ji Yim, etc.紀時等 ,"Siku Tiyao 四庫提要:Qiyong and Qiyong Xuji 綺詠和綺詠續集,” Kyoto 
University. 
http://kanj i. zinbun. kyoto-u. ac.j p/db-machine/ShikoTeiyo/0397503. html 
i49Cao Shujuan 曹淑娟,“Yuanzhou yu Zhouyuan: Wang Ruqian Hufang Shenfen de Zhuanhuan 
yu Juxian園舟與舟園——汪汝謙湖舫身份的轉換與局限,” Tsmg Hua Journal of Chinese 
Studies 清華學報(36-1) 2006: 201. 
i5o“The collection published by Wang contained 31 letters. The first 30 were sent to him before 
late 1640 and the last one, sent in spring of the following year, was added as appendix." 
Dorothy Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chamber: Women and Culture in Seventeenth-century China 
(Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1994), 348. 
i5i“Before the blocks for Liu's letters were cut, Wang sent them to Lin Tianshu (fl. 1620 - 42), a 
Fujian courtesan-painter to whom he was particularly close, and asked her to write a preface." 
Ibid., 284. 
i52“Wang Ranming has bequeathed Liu Rushi's Hushang cao and Correspondence to me..." “汪 
然明以柳如是《湖上草》並《尺牘》見貽（林雲鳳)......“ 
Gu Huizhi ed.谷輝之編，Liu Rushi Shiwenji 柳如是詩文集(Shanghai 上海：Shanghai Guji 
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the loosely-spaced characters in Hushang Cao carved in Liu 's own hand create a 
strong impression of a handwritten copy bequeathed for intimate reading. Most of the 
poems recorded in the collection document Liu's sojourning at Hangzhou, Wang 
Ranming ' s power base. Two particular verses were composed for and openly 
addressed to Wang. The handwritten version not only lends the credibility to the 
printed edition as an authorized copy by the writer, but also testifies the interpersonal 
relationships between the publisher and the author. Wang Ranming 's subtle attempt 
to both commemorate and publicize his relationship with Liu Rushi did not escape 
the scrutiny of Qian Qianyi, who demanded Wang to destroy the original woodblocks 
and eliminated Liu 's poems to Wang from all the poetry anthologies he c o m p i l e d . 
Many late Ming c o u r t e s a n s participated in the culture of the gentry or male 
Chubanshe上海古籍出版社,2000), 256. 
Yuan Siliang 袁 亮 commented that “on the right is Liu Rushi and Wang Ranming's 
anthology of correspondence and (Liu's) poetry anthology Hu Shangcao. They were published by 
Ranming after Rushi married to Qian Muzhai. [Ranming] sent a dozen to Muzhai. Together with 
his servants, Muzhai burned the books and demanded Ranming to destroy the woodblocks. As a 
result, [the two works] were rarely seen at the time." 
“右柳如是與王然明 < 尺牘 >及< 湖上草〉各一卷,如是歸錢牧齋後，然明刊之.以數十冊寄牧齋, 
牧齋拉雜摧燒之,並求其版毀焉,當時流傳絕少......” Ibid., 259. 
"In his inscription, Jiang Jiamei notices that the two verses bequeathing to [Wang Ran] Ming 
were quite lovely, but were not included in Liu's other poetry anthologies. It is likely that Yushan 
has deliberately avoided them. It can be seen as evidence to testify his unforgiveness 
(narrow-mindedness) in old age, but still we cannot categorize him as shazhali ” 
江家堳題：“《湖上草》中贈明二律甚佳。另鈔均不見，想爲虞山削去，即其老不達情之一 
證，豈必沙托利不可歸也……” ibid., 263. 
�54“Yangwan (courtesy name Wanshu), a famed courtesan from Jinling, can write poetry and 
produce beautiful verses. She also excels in cursive script." “楊宛，字宛叔，金陵名妓也。 
能詩，有麗句°善草書。錢謙益《列朝詩集小傳》（Fig. 3.26) ” 
Wang Shunu 王書奴，Zhongguo Changjishi 中國女昌妓史(Beijing 北京市：Tuanjie Chubanshe 
團結出版社，2004), 189. 
Hu Yinglin 胡應麟 in his Jiayi Shengyan commented that: "Xuesu has an elegant demeanour and 
lovely appearance when she talks and moves. She can write small regular script in the style of the 
Yellow Court (by Wang Xizhi). She is especially good at painting orchid and bamboo."《甲乙乘�J 
言》：”……薛素姿態靈雅，言動可愛’能書作黃庭/J^lf，尤工蘭竹” ibid. , 199. 
“ Bian Sai is widely read and excels in small regular script." “卞賽知書’工小措.,，ibid., 222. 
"Ma Ruyu is well-versed in Wenxuan and Tangyin and excels in small regular script and bafen (a 
variant lishu script) and painting; [because of her talents,] famed scholar- officials were 
infatuated with her” “馬如玉’熟精《文選》’《唐音》°善小偕八分書及給事’傾動一時士大 
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literati elite, who patronised their writings and publications. Their published writings 
in facsimile not only document these women's public life, and leave traces of their 
vast social network, but also help to display their calligraphic skills and advocate 
their artistic merit aside from their literary talents. The innovation in calligraphy 
pioneered by elite male calligraphers also sees a parallel development in women 
calligraphers. Unlike many of their conservative contemporaries, both Liu Rushi and 
Lin Tiansu^'' did not confine themselves to the gentrified two Wang's tradition, but 
rather chose to model after the more innovative alternative styles championed by 
their progressive male peers. The late Ming thus witnesses greater individual 
freedom of artistic expression on the part of both male and female artists. The traces 
of their calligraphy as preserved in their published works defy the notion that women 
were underprivileged in art during the imperial China and showed the transition in 
style and taste that occurred in the mainstream calligraphy had a ripple effect on the 
printing industry. 
夫” ibid., 233 
155 In addition, by executing her calligraphy in such a fluent manner, Lin's calligraphy also 
shows some influence from Dong Qichang, an artist and state official of paramount importance in 
the late Ming dynasty. 
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4.Qing Dynasty 
4.1 Quange Ti 館閣體 and Siku Quanshu 四庫全書 
After the drastic dynastic transition and starting from the mid-Qing, the 
printing industry regained its momentum both inside and outside the court. Since 
antiquity, calligraphy has always been a powerful tool for political propaganda. ^ ^^  
Eager to claim legitimacy for their rule, show their appreciation for Han culture, 
exert control over artistic trends, and fashion themselves as literati ruler, Manchu 
monarchs embraced the dominant native orthodox ideology in both cultural and 
artistic fields. Emperor Kangxi 康熙 and Qianlong 乾隆 respectively publicized 
their admiration for Dong Qichang 董其昌（1555-1636) and Zhao Mengfli's 
calligraphic styles, the epitome figures in the model -letter tradition which esteems 
and follows the two Wangs' calligraphy styles. The two Qing emperors had amassed 
a huge collection of these two orthodox calligraphers' writings and ordered court 
officials to study their styles, which gave rise to an official calligraphic style termed 
guange ti. This type of style features squat characters in dark and bright ink, which 
are always uniform in size. Unlike the highly expressive running and cursive 
scripts which is associated with disorder^^^ and individualism, a standardized regular 
script like guange ti displays an unassertive and refined appearance that befits the 
image of an official scholar who has gone through the intensive preparation of 
imperial examinations, in which calligraphy was part of the curriculum. It was 
156 The knowledge of script has always been the prerogative of the elite class, as early as the 
oracle bone inscription which could only be deciphered by the priests and serve the ruling house. 
157 Liu Zhengcheng 蕃Ij正成 ed., Zhongguo Shufa Quanji: Jin Nong and Zheng Xie Juan 中國書 
法全集：金農鄭燮卷(Beijing北京:Rongbaozhai Chubanshe榮寶齋出版社，1997), 25. 
i58when talking about how the stylistic quality of the Letter on the Disturbances" by Wang Xizhi, 
Eugene reasons that it might have "come dangerously close to symbolizing social recalcitrance 
and dynastic disorder." Eugene Y. Wang, "The Taming of the Shrew: Wang His-chih (303-361) 
and Calligraphic Gentrification in the Seventh Century," in Character & Context in Chinese 
Calligraphy, Cary Liu ed.( Princeton, N.J. : Art Museum, Princeton University, cl999), 139-142. 
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mostly used for government documents and other texts that demand clarity and 
legibility and the presence of guange li was also ubiquitous in court art, such as the 
imperially-ordered ceramics and palace edition books. 
The Siku Ouarishu 四庫全書(the Complete Collection of the Four Treasures) 
compiled from 1772 to 1787 was commissioned by Qianlong emperor. The whole 
collection contains almost eight-trillion words and was the largest literary project 
undertaken by the Qing government. Seven copies were made and stored in 
libraries across the nation and each was handcopied in guange li with its balanced 
regularity, skilful modulation in brushstrokes, and tight spacing (Fig. 4.1) 
Approximate three thousand and eight hundred scholar-officials and writing scribes 
were involved in the production of Siku Quanshu.^^^ Like their predecessors in the 
Ming dynasty, the court calligraphers were drafted by the court to transcribe texts in 
the imperially-sanctioned calligraphic style, over which they had no artistic control. 
It is the subjective taste of the emperor who dictates the style, whereas, outside the 
influence of court patronage and taste, many calligraphy masters deliberately broke 
away from the orthodox Dong-Zhao tradition. Seeking new sources of inspiration, 
they were forerunners and pioneers of the epigraphical study, that is, the study of 
inscriptions on bronzes and stele in clerical and seal scripts which reached climax in 
the Jia-Dao period. These pioneering calligraphers also made attempt to incorporate 
the two archaic scripts into their own styles, which paved way for a new aesthetic 
canon. 161 Such a groundbreaking trend in calligraphy also reflects itself in the 
159 Liao Xiaoqing 廖曉晴 ,“ Qingdai Kcjuzhizhongzhi “ Guangeti ” 清代科舉制中之“館閣 
體”,” m Ming Qing Limcong vol. 4 明清論叢第四期(Beijing 北京:Zijinchcn Chubanshe 紫禁城 
出版社,2003), 351. 
i60Wang Yao-t'ing and Feng Ming-chu, Qd., Marvelous Sparks of the Brush: Painting & 
Calligraphy, Books & Documents (Taipei: National Palace Museum, c2()07), 83. 
�“Fol lowing Dong Qichang's late-sixteenth-century classification of Chinese painting into 
Northern and Southern Schools, Ruan Yuan divided calligraphy into Northern and Southern 
Schools. The Southern School was characterized by the elegant and flowing writing style of the 
Two Wang's tradition. The Northern School, represented by the mostly unknown writers of 
ancicnl stele, was characterized by the angular composition of individual characters and powerful 
brush movements." Joseph Chang, Thomas Lavvton, and Stephen D. Alice, Brushing the Past, 
Later Chinese Calligraphy from the Gift of Robert Hatfield EI/sM'orth{ Washington, DC: Freer 
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production of woodblock-printed books under the direct patronage of leading 
literati. 
4.2 Zheng Xie's 6 V^  Script 六分半書 and His Self-designed Books 
“Pierre Bourdieu...has underlined the importance of paying close attention to 
the precise forms of cultural practice within a given situation. They are not 
arbitrary choices."^^^ 
What conditioned Zheng Xie's decision to employ his highly idiosyncratic 
calligraphic style inspired by the renewed interest in clerical script in the production 
1 
of his woodblock-printed book handwritten and self-published by Zheng himself 
was not an arbitrary choice, but rather a decision that was informed by political and 
economic considerations. Zheng Xie 鄭燮(1693-1765), who is also known by his 
style name Banqiao 板橋，was born in Xinghua 興化 into a scholarly family of 
declining fortune. He was homeschooled by his father, who worked as a tutor at 
private schools. By his mid-twenties, Zheng Banqiao supported his family and aging 
father by teaching in Zhenzhou 真州 and started to sell his paintings in Yangzhou at 
the age of 30. Zheng Xie obtained his xiucai and juren degrees during the Kangxi 
and Yongzheng periods and passed his jinshi examination in 1736 during the 
Qianlong reign. Later, after prolonged waiting and upon recommendation by his 
patron Prince SherT[、真君王，he was appointed as the magistrate of Fanxian 範県系 for a 
few years. In 1746, he was transferred to Weixian i維県系 and worked there as the 
seven-grade county magistrate for another seven years. In 1753, he resigned his post 
and moved back to Yangzhou 揚少 
Gallery of Art, c2000), 47. 
162 Craig Clunas, Superfluous Things: Material Culture and Social Status in Early Modem China 
(Cambridge: Polity Press, cl991), 2. 
163 The fact that this publication was undertaken at Zheng Xie's own expense is further 
evidenced by the absence of any commercial publisher's mark. 
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During his lifetime, Zheng Xie published his literary works separately, 
including Collected Poems 詩敏,Collected Ci 詞鈔、，Xiao Chang /J�口昌，and Family 
Letters 家書(Fig. 4.2)，whereas later reprints assembled these individual works 
together and put them into one anthology. i64 The first edition of Zheng's Collected 
Poems was published in 1742, the seventh year during the Qianlong reign when 
Zheng Xie was appointed as the magistrate of Fanxian in Shandong Province. ^ ^^  As 
it was his first work in print, Zheng chose to conform to the standard format of a 
publication, which includes a standard preface written by a prominent figure and the 
use of a widely-accepted hybrid regular script derived from Tang master 
calligraphers (Fig.4.3). The calligraphy shown in the preface was however done in 
xieke 寫亥[J, which literally means as "carved as written", to impart a scholarly aura to 
the book. There, however, might be another reason why Zheng utilized a popular 
script to be used in the main text of his first publication. The preface to the first 
edition of Zheng Xie's poetry anthology was written by Prince Shen 1�真君王i66 (Fig. 
4.4), the twenty-first son of emperor Kangxi and a renowned literati poet and artist 
during the time. The preface comments on Zheng's poetic talents and is copied out in 
Zheng's idiosyncratic 6 V2 s c r i p t w h e r e a s the main text of the book was carved in 
a widely used regular script. This juxtaposition is arguably an attempt by Zheng Xie 
to set the preface apart from the main text, thus highlighting the preface's elevated 




 “《劉柳村冊子》云：“五十歲爲范縣令,乃刻拙集，是時乾隆七年也……”Wang Xirong王錫 




Baidu Encyclopeida, "Entry on Aisin gioro Runxi", Baidu Encyclopedia. 
http://bk.baidu.com/view/179788.html (Accessed on Nov. 10, 2007) 
167 It could be used as evidence to suggest the prince's approval and appreciation of Zheng's 
innovative calligraphic style and attest to the possible popularity of Zheng's calligraphic style at 
the court .Future study could be conducted to see if Zheng's calligraphy has entered imperial 
collections. 
11_ 
status, as it was written by Zheng's imperial patron Prince Shen who had helped 
Zheng Xie to obtain his first official appointment. Such an ingenious design must 
have amused his patron Prince Shen, who had highly regarded Zheng's artistic talents 
including his calligraphy, and shown Zheng's gratitude for his recommendation. 
For the second edition of his poetry anthology and three other literary works he 
published subsequently (Fig. 4.5), Zheng Xie decided to print the books entirely in 
his 6 1/2 script. They were handwritten by Zheng and were carved by his disciple Situ 
Wengao 司徒文膏，a noted woodblock and seal carver at the time. Zheng's books 
thus in a way serve to record both his literary talents and showcase his robust and 
highly innovative 6 I/2 script 六分半書，which appropriates elements from the archaic 
clerical, regular and running scripts. Zheng' Xie's painting style also influenced his 
calligraphic disposition, as he integrated his brush method used to paint orchid and 
bamboo into his 6 1/2 script. From a close examination of Zheng's extant calligraphic 
works written in his 6 1/2 script (Fig. 4.6), we could see that his calligraphy in paper 
displays a crisp angularity, in which individual characters appear slightly awkward 
and misshapen. However, when viewing them as a whole, they are perfectly balanced; 
in the character jw 與，the long horizontal line tilted downwards, thus causing a sense 
of imbalance. But Zheng Xie restored the balance by elongating the hook in the 
character kong JL- In addition, Zheng's writing retains more elements from running 
script, like the ligature adjoining two successive characters (Fig. 4.7). 
Zheng's calligraphy preserved in his woodblock-printed books clearly reveals 
the distinct characteristics of his robust 6 1/2 script. However, because Zheng's 
• 168 * * 
calligraphy was filtered through the process of carving and printing, the angularity, 
awkwardness and the carved appearing quality of Zheng's calligraphy style were 
168丁0 make a woodblock, the original handwritten copy is pasted face down on the block and the 
blank areas were carved away afterwards by a carver. 
Lucille Chia, Printing for Profit: the Commercial Publishers of Jianyang, Fuji an (Ilth-I7th 
centuries) (Cambridge, MA: Published by Harvard University Asia Center for Harv ard-Yenching 
Institute: Distributed by Harvard University Press, 2002), 42. 
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therefore highlighted, but the nuances of variations of tone created by variations in 
the thickness of ink was lost. When comparing it with Zheng's handwriting on paper, 
the carved version lacks a certain degree of fluidity and expressiveness embodied in 
the greatly thickening and thinning of the strokes, and the smooth transaction from 
horizontal to vertical lines. 
Zheng Xie's use of his idiosyncratic 6 1/2 script certainly made his books 
standout from the homogeneous look of the books published by his contemporary 
artists utilizing widely-used regular scripts or song tizi (Fig. 4.8). Besides the pure 
aesthetic consideration and his pursuit of individual ismcould there be any other 
ulterior motives for Zheng Xie to produce his works in his highly personal 
calligraphic style when most of his contemporary literary authors utilized typical 
printing script in their self-published books when those artists were noted 
calligraphers themselves? 
As Anne E. McLaren aptly points out in her monograph Constructing New 
Reading Publics in Late Ming China: 
"the decision to publish a text commercially - and the need to recover the 
expense of engraving it on woodblocks—compelled editors and publishers to 
devise strategies to market their texts to a reading public somewhat broader 
than the usual coterie of literati and aficionados." ^ ^^  
McLaren's observation can explain the decisions made by Zheng when he 
published his work. For instance, from examples of Zheng's work we know that they 
were finely carved and the characters were spaciously organized to ensure the highest 
quality of printing. ^ ^^  Paradoxically, the paper used in his publications was thin and 
not of the best quality (Fig. 4.10). This can be explained by Zheng's desire to reduce 
169 Zheng Xie always seeks to break away from convention and express his individuality, so the 
book design might be another area that he could indulge himself in transcending the boundary. 
170Anne E. McLaren, "Constructing New Reading Publics in Late Ming China," in Vrinting and 
Book Culture in Late Imperial China, ed. Cynthia J. Brokaw and Kai-wing Chow (Berkeley: 
University of California, 2005), 152. 
Poorly printed texts tend to have as many characters crammed on the page as possible. Ibid., 
132. 
^ 
the printing cost and to make his books relatively cheap so that they could be 
accessible to interested buyers with limited means. Moreover, Zheng Xie�s 
plainspoken literary style which utilizes colloquial language makes his writings more 
accessible to a wide range of readers; even those with a limited education in the 
literary tradition could enjoy his verses and prose, which might also help to broaden 
1 n 
the readership of his books. Commercial book publishers had also recognized and 
capitalized on the wide appeal of Zheng's books. 
In a postface published in a later reprint of Zheng's original book, Cha chazi, 
presumably the owner of or the book reviewer at the Qinghui Shuwu wrote: 
"Since antiquity, books that were authored by famous men are in great 
circulation, however, books that feature all the good articles composed 
throughout one's life span, edited and handwritten by the author are few. Such 
books could not only be read and recited, but it could also give aid to one's 
study of calligraphy. Because of his talents and unorthodoxy character, Master 
Banqiao indulged himself in brush and ink. After studying from the ancient 
masters, he developed idiosyncratic styles in his literary works, calligraphy 
and paintings, which were highly sought-after by people from all over. His 
legacy and authentic works are crystallized in this anthology. 
By sheer chance, I purchased the books from some merchant, and chuckled to 
myself for being able to observe the whole anthology, as all the brushstrokes 
i72Dr. Bai Qianshen mentions that the widespread use of relatively cheap woodblock-printed 
books made it possible for people from lower social strata to enjoy reading as a pastime. 
"Differing attitudes toward the calligraphic canons developed as a result of the interaction 
between high and low culture in the late Ming, when for the first time publishing enterprises 
produced books on a scale that made reading a pastime in which ordinary people could indulge." 
Qianshen Bai, Fu Shan's World: the Transformation of ChineseCalligraphy in the Seventeenth 
Century (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Asia Center, 2003), 2. 
i73“(Zheng，s) writing, which is invariably pure and sincere, is characterized by a refreshing 
naturalness and directness, and his language is, in many places, decidedly colloquial." 
Anthony Cheung and Paul Gurofsky, Cheng Pan-ch，iao, Selected Poems, Calligraphy, Paintings, 
and Seal Engravings (Joint Publishing Co. (HK) ,1987), vii. 
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were from Zheng's own hand. I fear that it might be lost as time passes, for 
there are not a lot of reprints around. Therefore, I re-carved the book for those 
who might have the same interest. The year of Zhaoyi Danque, on the fifteen 
day of the February. Cha Chazi from Yanling written at Qinghui Shuwu (Fig. 
4.10) ”174 
Several points stand out from these two passages; first, Cha Chazi's postface 
stresses the potential of Zheng's book as a calligraphy model book, thus broadening 
the scopes of the types of the prospective buyers of Zheng's books. While some 
might be drawn to the wittily-written poems featured in the books, others might be 
interested in learn from the book Zheng's highly innovative calligraphy. Secondly, it 
was a cliche motive given by a commercial printshop to justify its reprinting of early 
books by virtue of their age. Hence, Cha Chazi claims that he feared that the book 
might be lost as time went by, it should not be used as evidence suggesting the rarity 
or unpopularity of Zheng's books. In the contrary, Zheng Xie himself had written 
about the popularity of his own a n t h o l o g y 口，and several scholars of Chinese 
bibliographic studies have suggested that Zheng had printed his poem collection 
three times alone, excluding other books he published subsequently. ^ ^^  If we add the 
rest of the works he published during his lifetime, the works he put into prints total 
six, 177 which could be used to indicate the popularity and demands for Zheng's 





Zheng Xie 鄭燮，“Banqiao Ji 板橋集，，in Xuxiu Siku Quanshu 1425 續修四庫全書 
1425(Shanghai 上海：Shanghai Guji Chubanshe 上海古籍出版社，1995), 311. 
175 "In his autobiography, written in 1750, Cheng holds forth in a boastful tone about the 
popularity of his published anthology of poetry, odes, songs, and family letters..." Ginger 
Cheng-chi Hsu,.4 Bushel of Pearls: Painting for Sale in Eighteenth-century Stanford 
University Press, 2001), 155. 
i76Yu Tianchi 于天池 ’ Wang Desheng 王德勝,“Yingyin Banqiaoji Yuanqi 影印板橋集緣起”,in 
Zheng Banqiao Ji 鄭板橋集(Beijing北京：Beijing Shifan Daxue 
Chubanshed北京師範大學出版社，1993), 4. 
The Inscriptions on Paintings was published posthumously by his disciples. 
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The use of unique calligraphic style in the production of book would certainly 
help to drive up the demands for Zheng�s books, which in turn would make Zheng 
Xie's idiosyncratic calligraphic style known beyond his social circle, Since its 
invention, woodblock print has facilitated the travel and transmission of knowledge, 
which makes one wonder if the woodblock prints were instrumental in disseminating 
1 ^ Q 
both Zheng�s calligraphic style and in establishing his literary fame, which at the 
same time would not preclude him from profiting from the sale of his books. His use 
of a highly innovative and eye-catching calligraphic style would have been a very 
good selling point in its own right and would certainly reinforce the uniqueness of 
Zheng�s books, which in turn would enhance the books�market appeal and drive up 
the demand for Zheng's books. 
Since late Ming, some of the publishing enterprise undertaken by literati 
authors was more entrepreneurial in nature. Li Yu 李漁，a late-Ming radical thinker 
and playwright was also a bookseller who published the Mustard Seed Garden 
180 
Manual of Calligraphy and Painting. Therefore, profiting from prints had long 
been an alternative profession literati artists or author could undertake. 
Furthermore, there might be a slight possibility that the use of a unique 
calligraphic style might also arise from Zheng�s fear of piracy, an issue only a 
popular writer in the market would be concerned about. In the preface appended to 
the later edition of his Collected Poems, Zheng Xie wrote that “the Collected Poems 
his writing, Zheng had once boasted about the popularity of his calligraphy: 
“I am good at calligraphy and use a style that I developed myself, liu-fen-pan. I also paint orchids 
and bamboo in my leisure time. People, including members of the imperial household, officials 
and scholars, poets and literary men, even Buddhist monks in the remote mountain areas and 
wandering Taoists on the street, treasure my work, no matter how small the piece of paper is." 
Ginger Cheng-chi Hsii, A Bushel of Pearls: Painting for Sale in Eighteenth-century Yangchow 
(Stanford University Press, 2001), 155. 
179 Zheng had developed his 6 Vi script after mid-life, which was concurrent with the publication 
of his anthology. 
i80Richard Vinograd, "Cultural Spaces and the Problem of a Visual Modernity in the Cities of 
Late Ming Chiang-nan" in Jingjishi，Dushi Wenhuayu Wiizhi Wenhua 經濟史、都市文化與物質 
文化，ed. Liu Cuirong and Shi Shou Qian 劉翠溶，石守謙（Taibei 臺北市：Zhongyang 
Yanjiuyuan Lishiyuyan Yanjiusu 中央硏究院歷史語言硏究所,2002), 341. 
^ 
by Banqiao ends here, if some later pirated reprints published under my name after 
my death altered the contents or put in some trivial works that I had done to 
discharge social obligations, I would turn into a vicious ghost and strike the person's 
head”. 181 
Because of the high degree of skill involved in transcribing and carving , 
printing the entire set of books in his highly personal calligraphic style might serve 
as an anti-piracy strategy without Zheng consciously knowing it, as the later scribes 
and woodblock carvers certainly would not possess an understanding and mastery of 
Banqiao ‘s 6 1/2 script as well as himself . Thus, later pirated editions would be of a 
more inferior quality than the original book handwritten by Zheng Xie himself and 
carved by his disciple Situ W e n g a o ^ 
In addition to his fine writing which serves to personalize the appearance of 
the book and declares the authenticity of content of the text, Zheng Xie also put his 
seals onto his books. Like what painters usually do after finishing a piece of 
calligraphy or painting, Zheng affixes numerous seals onto the first and last few 
pages of his books, possibly as marks of authenticity and appreciation. The seals that 
were used are the same ones he would use on his calligraphy and paintings. One of 
them is "Qianlong Emperor�s Envoy of Painting and Cal l igraphy”乾隆東封書畫史 
(Fig. 4.11 ) . Later in his life, Zheng was summoned to serve as envoy of painting 
and calligraphy 書 畫 史 d u r i n g the Qianlong emperor's trip to Shandong. To 
isi“另外原刻後印本在 < 後刻詩序〉末增加了‘板橋詩刻止於此矣,死後如有託名翻版,將平曰 
無聊應酬之作,改竄爛入,吾必爲厲鬼以擊其腦！’,類似聲明的三十八字.介於原刻初印本和後 
印本之間,還有一個過渡的版本”Yu Tianchi于天池，Wang Desheng王德勝，“Yingyin 
Banqiaoji Yuanqi 影印板橋集緣起”，in Zheng Banqiao Ji 鄭板橋集(Beijing北京：Beijing 
Shifan Daxue Chubanshed北京師範大學出版社，1993), 4. 
18， 
“"By far, no less than 10 reprinted versions were found, including the editions produced by 
Yushu Lou, Qinghui Shuwu, Youshan Tang, Shancheng Tang,etc. Most of these reprints were 
based on the later version of the original edition. But because of the poor carving, they all lost the 




Ginger Cheng-chi Hsii, A Bushel of Pearls: Painting for Sale in Eighteenth-century Yangchow. 
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commemorate this honorary event, Zheng had carved this seal, which functions as a 
self-publicist tool attesting his political status and artistic excellence. By affixing the 
seal onto the last page of his book, it would certainly elevate the status of the author 
and the book, as if it was a piece of art that demands the same attention and care as 
Zheng�s paintings and calligraphic works. 
During the mid-Qing, the development of woodblock-printed books witnessed 
the gradual process of literati-ization 文人化，a process in which literati became 
more directly involved with its production. One possible explanation for this trend is 
that when the road to officialdom became narrower in the late imperial China, many 
talented men had to find alternative career choices and were forced to turn their 
cultural refinement into a commodity as a means to earn a living. Zheng Xie�s books 
that printed entirely in his 6 1/2 script not only help to disseminate his literary 
attainments widely but they also help to transmit and make his trademark calligraphy 
style known beyond his own social circle. The possible use of woodblock-printed 
books to transmit calligraphic style therefore illuminates the fluctuating boundaries 
between elite and popular culture in late imperial China, as printed books made 
knowledge which previously only elite class had a monopoly over available to the 
general public, thus narrowing the knowledge lag or gap between different social 
strata. 
4.3 The Rise of Evidential and Epigraphical Studies and its Impact 
on Calligraphy and Printing, Wu Dacheng & the Analects in Seal 
Script 
In the early Qing, the harsh literary inquisitions inflicted by Qing court on the 
dissent literati-scholars diverted many others' attention towards the study of 
evidential and epigraphical studies. In the Qianlong reign, Ruan Yuan 阮元 
(1764-1849), a high official of Jiangsu province and the leading calligraphy theorist, 
(Stanford University Press, 2001), 156. 
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had first formulated his theory on Northern Stele and Southern Model-letter 
Calligraphic Schools and was among the pioneering group who advocated and 
revived the stele school. In the Jia-Dao period, Bao Shichen 包世臣(1775-1855) in 
his Yizhou Shuangji 藝舟雙楫 further promoted the Stele tradition over that of 
Model-letter and confirmed the artistic worth of Northern steles mostly written out 
by anonymous calligraphers. 
During the Jiajing reign, scholar Jiang Sheng�江聲(1721-1799) published 
Shangshuji Zhuyinshii 尙書集、注音疏 in seal script(Fig. 4.12) in an attempt to revive 
the interest in the use of seal script. As with many of his fellow scholars, his 
mastery of calligraphy in seal script is a byproduct of their study of lexicon Skuowen 
Jiazi compiled by Xu Shen and their training in evidential s t u d i e s . i84 Jiang's 
interest in publishing the Classics in seal script was shared by many younger 
like-minded scholars, such as Wu Dacheng 吳大澂(1835-1902), courtesy name 
Qingqing 清聘[1 and studio name Kezhai 憲齋.Like many of his predecessors, Wu 
moved beyond the conservative court style. His calligraphy in running script models 
after Huang Tingjian and he was a prolific writer on epigraphical studies. Among his 
publications is the Supplements to the Characters in Greater Seal Script in Shuowen 
說文古糟•甫.Wu Dachgeng also published the Analects in seal script 篆書論旨吾， 
possibly as an attempt to popularize the study of greater seal scripts. A close 
comparison between the couplets he wrote on paper and the book he published shows 
that his calligraphy in seal script has been well preserved in his book, for both utilize 
the structure of ancient engraved bronze inscriptions 金文，but the orderly character 
184 
See Prof. Mok Kar-Leung's 莫家良 article for a thorough study on Jiang Sheng, his 
calligraphy and book in seal script. Mok Kar-leung, "Jiangsheng Xiezhuan yu Qianjia XUezhe de 
Zhuanshu 江聲寫篆與乾嘉學者的篆書”inM/叹 Qing Shufashi Guoji Yishu Yantaohui lunwenjia 
明清書法史國際藝術研討會論文集，ed. Hua Rende, Ge Hongzhen and Wang Weilin華人德,葛 
鴻楨,王偉林主編(Shanghai上海：Shanghyai Guji Chubanshe上海古籍出版社，2008). 
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arrangement is derived from the Qin-Han stelae in small seal script(Figs. 4.13 and 
4.14). Wu Dacheng's decision to publish his book in seal script reflects the transition 
from the model-letter tradition to the stele tradition and provides a synopsis of the 
stele tradition's influence on the mid- and late-Qing printing industry. 
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5. Conclusion 
In the late Ming and Qing dynasty, printing industry became highly 
commercialized. Because of the availability of a wide range of scripts that could be 
used in the production of woodblock-printed books, some calculations or 
considerations would be expected on the part of literati authors/publishers to choose 
a calligraphic style to be employed in the book, which in turn should reflect his 
preference in calligraphy, cater to the taste of the majority of the readers the book 
intended, and help promote one's favorite calligraphic style among populace. 
Furthermore, instead of growing in isolation, art in different media interacts and 
influences each other. As the backbone of Chinese pictorial art, calligraphy not only 
exerted its influence over painting, but it also left a direct impact on the book 
production, as the change in mainstream calligraphic field always rippled down to 
the book publishing industry. Fine woodblock-printed books carved in elegant 
calligraphy can help us determine the calligraphic standards of different periods. 
Some of the best books had always been regarded as art par excellence to the original 
handwritings by famed calligraphers, treasured as collectible items and passed 
through generation to generation. 
By scrutinizing the mainstream printing scripts used in different dynasties, 
woodblock-printed books carved in xieke and handwritten books, this paper has 
attempted to show the evolution of printing script in relation to calligraphic styles 
over a long period and in considerable detail. Many authors who published their own 
works chose to handwrite the woodblocks themselves or entrust their disciples to 
carve the blocks as a way to avoid the careless mistakes made by copyists in the 
transcription process, hence ensuring the quality of the end products. As carrier of 
knowledge and works of art carved in fine calligraphy, most books outlived their 
authors and became the last legacy an author or publisher have had left for the 
posterity, as observed by Zhang Zhidong 張之洞（1837-1907) in A Reply to 
87 
Bibliographical Questions 書目答尸口，about the motives that propel individuals devote 
their time and resources to book publishing:"for those who have means and want to 
accomplish something, there is no better way than to publish ancient writings if they 
lack in literary talents but want to achieve immortality. But book publisher must have 
enough resource and the ability to recruit erudite to select the best editions, edit 
carefully and ensure fine carving quality. Such books will last to the posterity and 
• 185 




Zeng Jianhua 曾建華，“Songdai Keshu yu Cangshu Shulv 宋代刻書與藏書述略”，Chuban 
Faxing Yanjiu 出版發行研究(05) 1999: 63. 
Fig. 1.11 Shu Edition: Literary Anthology of Master Changli by Han Yu, National 
Library of China.韓愈，昌黎先生文集，中國國家圖書館. 
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Fig. 1.12 Jiangzhe Edition: Avatamsaka Sutra, Northern Song Imprint by Hangzhou 
Longxing Monastery, National Library of China.北宋大方廣佛華嚴經，中國國家 
圖書館. 
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g. 1.14 Jiangxi Edition: The Collected Commentary to the Song of the South, 
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Fig. 1.15 Yan Zhenqing, Rubbing of the Record of the Altar of the Immortal of 
Mount Magu.顏真卿，麻姑仙壇記. 
Fig.l. 17 Cai Xiang ‘s Colophon on Yan Zhenqing's Gaoshen tie,，Calligraphy 
Museum in Tokyo.蔡襄，践顏真卿自書告身帖，東京書道博物館藏 
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Fig. 1.16 Rubbings of the Dictionary of Standard Characters for Official Career f'Shu 
Edition), National Library of China.干祿字書，中國國家圖書館. 
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Fig. 1.22 Liu Gongquan, Rubbing of the Diamond Sutra.柳公權，金剛經 
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Fig. 1.26 Gongyang Commentary on the Spring and Autumn Annals printed by Yu 
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Fig. 1.33 Rubbing of the Stone Classics of the Kaicheng Era 開成石,經 
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Fig二 1.36 The Record of Lin ^an during the Xianchim Era^ National Library of China 
咸淳臨安志，中國國家圖書館. 
"T 
Fig. 1.37 The Sequel to the Investigation of Lanting, National Library of China. 
蘭亭續考，中國國家圖書館. 
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Fig. 1.53 Lu Quan's inscription (Part One). From Tao YiianmingJi 
(Taipei: Xianzhuang Shuju,2006)魯銓践陶淵明集，線裝書局,2006. 
Fig. 1.53 Lu Quan's inscription (Part Two) 
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Fig. 2.1 The Re-edited Encyclopedia of Herbal Medicine of Zhenghe Era extracted 
from the Classics and Histories, National Library of China. 
修政和經史證類備用本草，蒙古定宗四年張存惠晦明軒刻本,中國國家圖書館. 
Fig. 2.2 The Collected Commentary to 
the Spring and Autumn Annals 
published by Yue Family from Xiangtai 
in Jinxi (modern day Jiaxing), the 
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Fig. 2.3 Sanfu Hiiangtii published by the Yu family from Jianyang area (1368), 
National Library of China. 
三輔黃圖,元致和元年（1368)余氏勤有堂刻本,中國國家圖書館. 
Fig. 2.4 Zhao Mengfu, The Classic of the Virtue of the Dao in small regular script, 
National Palace Museum, Beijing.趙孟頫，道德經，北京故宫博物院. 
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Fig. 2.7 Guo Bi, Poem on Green Jade Lotus Dish in Running Script, National Palace 
Museum, Beijing.郭界，行書青玉荷盤詩，北京故宫博物院. 
薩 
Fig. 2.6 Xianyu Shu, The Classic of Virtue of the Dao in Regular Script, National 
Palace Museum, Beijing.鮮于樞，道德經，北京故宫博物院. 
努雪$、一水戈、水耳一風； 墜私影也•面虑咸叙，傳 
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Fig. 2.9 Kangli Naonao, Fengji tie. National Palace Museum, Beijing. 
康里_峻,奉記帖，北京故宫博物院. 
Fig. 2.8 Zhang Yu, Poem on Listening to the Spring 
Taipei. 
張雨，聽泉亭詩，臺北故宫博物院. 
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Fig. 2.10 The Literary Anthology ofSongxm Studio published by the Shen Family of 



































Fig. 2.11 The Official History of Song (1346)，the Branch Central Secretariat for 
Jiangzhe Edition, National Library of China. 
宋史，元至正六年江浙等處行中書省刻本，中國國家圖書館. 
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Fig. 2.13 The Literary Anthology of Master Shitian by The Confucian School in the 
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Fig. 2.14 The Long and Short Verses Composed by Jiaxiian published by Guangxin 
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Fig. 2.16 A Northern-Song Rubbing of the Stele of Li Sixun by Li Yong in 720, 
National Library of China. 
李•，李思訓碑（720),北宋拓本,中國國家圖書館. 
Palace Museum, Beijing.趙孟頫，膽巴師碑，北京故宫博物院 
Fig. 2.15 Zhao Mengfli, The Stele for the Imperial Preceptor Phags-pa , National 
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Fig. 3.2 The Encyclopedia of Yongle Em, Jiajing edition, National Library of China. 
永樂大典，嘉靖重寫本,中國國家圖書館. 
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Fig. 3.3 A Children s Reader of Poems form One Thousand Authors, Handwritten 
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Fig. 3.4 Emperor Daizong，The Mirror for Emperors of Successive Dynasties (1453), 
Woodblock-printed Book, Ming Palace Edition, National Library of China. 
明代宗朱祁a,歷代君璧,明景泰四年(1453)内府刻本,中國國家圖書館. 
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Fig. 3.5 Shen Zhou, Album Leaves of Poem and Painting, after 1946. From Shen 
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Fig. 3.6 Shen Zhou, Shitian's Manuscript (Page 472), National Library of China. 
沈周，石田稿(頁472),中國國家圖書館. 
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Fig. 3.8 Su Shi,Rubbing of Da Renshizhong tie (1077), From Sii Shi (Taipei: Shitou 
Chubanshe). 
蘇軾，答任師中帖(1077)出自《蘇軾》（臺北：石頭出版股份有限公司，2004). 
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Fig. 3.10 Shen Zhou, Colophon on Zhao Yong's Painting of Pasturing Horse at 
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Fig. 3.11 Huang Tingjian, Eulogy of Bitter Gourd (1099), Palace Museum, Taipei. 
黃庭堅，苦荀賦冊（1099),臺北故宫博物院. 
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Fig. 3.12 Shen Zhou, The Literary Anthology of Master Shitian Edited by Chen 
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Fig. 3.13 The Classic of Mountain and Sea, Handcopied by Wu Kuan, National 

















Fig. 3.15 Wu Kuan, Family Collection of Paoweng’s Literary WorksC Taipei ： Taipei 
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Fig. 3.14 Su Shi's transcription of His own Poem on Red 
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Fig. 3.17 Chen Zilong, Xiangzhenge Gao, a facsimile print of a Late-Ming edition, 
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Fig. 3.23 Wang Duo, Poems in Cursive Script, Tokyo National Museum. 
王鐸,草書七律五首卷，東京國立博物館藏. 
Fig. 3.24 Qian Qianyi, Colophon on Liu Rushi's Painting, Palace Museum, Beijing. 
錢謙益，践柳如是月堤煙柳圖,北京故宫博物院. 
47 
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Fig.3. 25 Qian Qianyi, Muzhai Chiixiie Ji, National Science Library. 
錢謙益，牧齋初學集.中國科學院圖書館. 
Fig. 3.26 Yang Wan, Calligraphy in Running Script. From Mingtie Jiedii 
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Fig. 4.1 One Page from The Complete Collection of the Four Treasures 四庫全書 
宰相“聖七年 氣 因 上 • ^ 猜 C 次 名 
151 
Fig. 4.2 Title Pages for Zheng Xie's Books in his 6 Vi script including Collected 
Poems, Collected Ci, Xiao Chang, and Family Letters, From Zheng Banqiao Ji 
(Beijing: Beijing Shifan Daxue Chubanshed, 1993). 
鄭燮自刻詩鈔，詞鈔，小唱，家書.出自《鄭板橋集》（北京：北京師範大學出版 
社，1993) 
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Fig. 4.5 Zheng Xie, Second Edition of Poetry Anthology of Banqiao.鄭燮,板橋詩 
鈔. 
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Fig. 4.6 Zheng Xie, Calligraphy in his 6 1/2 script. From Zhongguo Shufa Quanji: Jin 
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Fig. 4.7 Zheng Xie, Calligraphy in his 6 1/2 script.鄭燮，六分半書. 
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Zheng Xie's Seals as printed in his book. Fig.4 
Fig. 4.12 Jiang Sheng, Shangshu Jizhuyinshu, f rom Xiixiu Sikii Quernshu vol.44. 
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Fig. 4.13 Wu Dacheng, The Analects in Seal Script, From the Analects in Seal Script 






















Fig. 4.14 Wu Dacheng, Calligraphy in Seal Script, from Yd Kison, Yd Ken, Go 
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